
KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 

4TH  QUARTER 2004 

 

 

From October 1, 2004 through and including December 31, 2004, KFSN-TV presented 30 hours of 

regularly scheduled local news programs a week, in addition to public affairs programs and 

syndicated programs.  KFSN also broadcast programs and public service announcements provided 

by the ABC Television Network.  Attached is the ABC-TV Network Fourth quarter news and public 

affairs program information report. 

 

KFSN, through its programming, addressed the following issues of concern for communities that 

make up the six-county area served by ABC-30: 

 

1. POLITICAL/ELECTION COVERAGE 

2. POLLUTION/AIR POLLUTION 

3. CRIME 

4. HEALTH 

5. EDUCATION 

6. YOUTH 

7. CONSUMER REPORTING 

8. WOMEN’S ISSUES 

  

Programs, program segments, and local newscasts broadcast by KFSN that provided significant 

treatment to the issues are the following.  

 

 

ACTION NEWS 

 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 

Monday through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 hours, Local 

 

This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 

news, sports, weather, medical, financial, and Consumer Reports. 

 

AM LIVE SATURDAY 

Saturdays, 6-7AM, 1 hour, local 

This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 

news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment news. 

 

AM LIVE SUNDAY 

Sundays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 hours, local 

This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 

news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment news. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 

Monday through Friday, 11:00AM-11:30AM, 30 min., Local 

 

Up-to-date local news coverage is offered, as well as national and international news.  Also 

included are medical, consumer, and financial reports. 

 



ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 

Monday through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are sports and weather.  Included are medical, education, and Consumer Reports. 

 

ACTION NEWS AT SIX 

Tuesday through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are weather and sports.  Friday's newscast features the Action News Person of the 

Week. 

 

ACTION NEWS AT SIX-THIRTY 

Tuesday, through Friday, 6:30PM, 30 min., local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day’s news events, local, national, and international. It 

also covers weather. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00-11:35PM, 35 min., Local 

 

This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  

Also covered are sports and weather; Consumer Reports are included. 

 

ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN (REPEAT) 

Monday through Sunday, 2:05-2:41AM., local 

 

This half-hour news programs are a repeat of the earlier 11PM newscast from that day. It includes 

Local, national and international news. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS 

Sunday, 9:30AM 10:00AM, 30 min., Local/Public Affairs 

 

Half-hour weekly local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs. 

 

COMMUNITY CALENDAR  :30 SECOND PSA 

TUESDAY – FRIDAYS  

DURING ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, MIDDAY, 6PM NEWS 

& 

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS AM LIVE 

 

Thirty-second PSA featuring an Action News anchor delivering information about upcoming non-

profit events in our community. 

 



 

CHILDREN FIRST 

 

 

Children First is in its sixth year of production.  This year-long effort focuses on the challenges, 

problems, and opportunities facing children living in Central California.  The program 

concentrates on how the average person can make a difference in a child's life and highlight local 

news organizations that work with children and youth.  Children First includes local news 

produced half-hour programs, :30 vignettes, public service announcements, and special stories on 

Action News. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: SECRETS OF SUCCESS 

Sunday, November 21, 2004 at 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, December 5, 2004 at 9:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 
Success — Webster's Dictionary defines it as a favorable result, good fortune. But, the meaning 

can be different depending on who you ask.  Children First: Secrets of Success looked into the 

need to succeed. The special looked into what success is in the eyes of Valley kids and the 

community. It also examined how far are kids willing to go to get to that level.  According to 

National Center for Policy Analysis, the number of students enrolled in four year institutions of 

higher education is at an all time high: 14.8 million registered in 2004, compared to 14.6 million 

in fall of 1998. More than 1.3 million kids are taking the SAT tests this year. According to the 

Department of Labor, of the 2.7 million youth who graduated from high school in 2003, 1.7 

million were attending college in October. According to school counselors, your grade point 

average and SAT scores are at the top of the list. Then, a personal statement that tells them 

something about your character, references from people who know you, and community service 

activities that require leadership skills carry more weight.  

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSAs AIRED IN 4
TH

 QTR 2004 

 

Gottschalks, Fresno County Office of Education and Children’s Hospital Central California 

partner to air these Children’s First PSAs and Vignettes in rotation: 

  

CHILDREN’S HOSPITALS OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA: HEART DOCTOR :30 

(APRX. 7) 

This spot informs viewers of the illness, RSV, and how patients are being treated at Valley 

Children’s Hospital.  

 

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA: PHILANTHRAPY: 30  

This spot informs viewers of the importance of Valley Children’s Hospital and the important role 

that philanthropy plays for the hospital. 

 

FCOE: PARENTS BE ROLE MODEL : 30 (AIRED APRX. ) 

This spot by Superintended of Schools Pete Mehas; encourages Parents to be a Role Model. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FCOE: DIGNITY AT WORK: WORK ETHICS :30 (AIRED APRX.) 

This spot talks about work ethics as they are taught to youth and the importance of contributing to 

society. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: 10PM ID (AIRES DAILY 10:00PM) 

Voice over that airs weekly before 10PM that says: ―It’s Just about 10’oclock. Do you know 

where your children are?‖ 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: DANGEROUS DIETS: 30 (AIRED APRX. 25) 

This spot encourage viewers to fight fat and win by eating healthier meals together, exercise and 

limited television.  

 

CHILDREN FIRST: DIETS WEBSITE: 30 (AIRED APRX. 25) 

Fast Food can lead to big problems. The Bulldog Café is a weeklong camp at FSC that teaches 

children how to cook healthier meals. For more information, visit our Website. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS/ SECRETS OF SUCCESS WEBSITE :30 APRX. 40) 

This spot drives viewers to visit our website and learn more about secrets of success. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS/SECRETS OF SUCCESS: GIVING BACK:30 APRX.40) 

This spot encourages our youth to volunteer and about giving back to society. 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS/ TOYS FOR TOTS MARATHON DRIVE :30 SEC., 

APR.X 10 

This spot informs viewers of the Toys for Tots Marathon and how they can help by donating toys 

for needy children. 

 

CONNECTING WITH KIDS 

KFSN-TV, in partners with Connecting With Kids, air 2 half-hour programs per quarter 

throughout the year focusing on programming for parents and children along with print material 

sent to schools by CWK and an integrated website that includes extensive video streaming and 

educational materials for teachers, parents and children. Action News Midday airs franchise 

packages form CWK within their newscasts and periodically in our public affairs show. 

 

POLITICAL/ELECTION COVERAGE 

 

 

ACTION NEWS AT 6:30PM: DEBATE SPECIAL: COSTA VS. ASHBURN 

10/06/04, 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Action News Anchor Warren Armstrong moderates with panelists Action News 

Anchored Nancy Osborn John Ellis from the Fresno Bee. Senate Debate between Jim 

Costa and Roy Ashburn. 

 

ACTION NEWS AT 6:30PM, DEBATE SPECIAL: PEREA VS. QUINTERO 

10/12/04, 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Action News Anchor Graciela Moreno moderates with panelists and Anchor Liz Harrison 

and John Ellis from the Fresno Bee. City Counsel debate between Henry Perea vs. 

Quintero. 



 

ACTION NEWS AT 6:30PM, DEBATE SPECIAL: PARRA VS. GARDNER 

10/21/04, 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Action News Anchor Nancy Osborne moderates with panelists Action News Anchor 

Dale Yurong, and John Ellis from the Fresno Bee Debate between Parra vs. Gardner. 
 

ACTION NEWS ELECTION SPECIAL, 11/02/04, LENGTH 1 HOUR LOCAL 

This hour was devoted to election results, candidate and speeches. Recapping election night and 

the race for the white house still undecided almost four hours after the polls closed here in the 

valley. Each state announced the electoral voter given to Bush and Kerry. Needed are 270 

electoral votes to win the election. Our election night team coverage continued with Action News 

anchor Dale Yurong at the Fresno Democratic Party headquarters in downtown Fresno. John 

Kerry supporters remained cautiously optimistic. They said they're ready for a long fight. 

Members of the Fresno county Democratic party  gathered in downtown Fresno, agonizing over 

the ever-changing numbers. But they felt Senator Kerry is on his way to victory. Senator Kerry 

has said the difference will be the first-time voter’s young people supporting his campaign. 

Action news brought coverage throughout the night as the election results came in at the 

Democratic Party office in downtown Fresno 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/03/04, LENGTH 1:00 MIN. ,LOCAL 

People in Merced County don't have to wait until Election Day to vote.  Registered voters will 

have four chances to cast their ballots before the November second election either at the Merced 

Mall or the county auditor controller's Los Banos office. Early voting opportunities are from ten 

a-m to six p-m Saturdays and eleven a-m to six p-m Sundays October 16th, 17th, 23rd and 24th.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Mayor Alan Autry's involvement is setting huge contribution records. One valley political analyst 

says the biggest problem for these three candidates many voters don't know who they are. Their 

political signs aren't hard to find. But to many Fresno voters, the candidates are unknown. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Next Tuesday, Fresno county voters will decide on Measure Z, and with it, the future of the 

Chaffee zoo. San Francisco voters recently faced a similar choice and the results have Measure Z 

backers very encouraged. San Francisco voters approved a 73 million dollar bond over seven 

years. Fresno county voters will be asked to pay 95 million dollars over 10 years. In an Action 

News special assignment, anchor Nancy Osborne traveled to San Francisco to show us how their 

zoo was transformed and what lessons measure z backers can learn. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

Four Fresno Unified board seats are up for grabs. The district is facing a 34 million dollar deficit 

next year and voters will decide Tuesday, who will help make the big decisions concerning how 

to solve the districts financial problems. Our team coverage continues with action news school 

watch reporter Juanita Stevenson as she talked to the district six candidates about their vision for 

the district. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/29/04, LENGTH 3:51 MIN., LOCAL 

Next Tuesday, Fresno county voters will decide on measure z, and with it, the future of the 

Chaffee Zoo. San Francisco voters recently faced a similar choice and the results have measure z 

backers very encouraged. 

  

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/29/04, LENGTH  :18 SEC., LOCAL 

Be sure to stay with Action News for coverage of the 2004 vote. On Election Day our continuous 

live coverage begins at four o'clock. We will have local updates every half hour at *25 and *55 

past the hour. There will also be special editions of Action News at 8, 10 and 11 o'clock. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/29/04, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 

The latest ABC news tracking poll now shows the president with 50-percent of the vote, 

compared to 47-percent for the democratic challenger. ABC’s Lauren Rogers looks at what states 

are getting the most attention, as the race for the presidency comes down to the wire. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/29/04, LENGTH 2:04 MIN., LOCAL 

In the final days of this campaign, the candidates continue their effort to reach every voter 

possible in every possible battleground state. To that end John Kerry was slumping in Florida 

today. But clearly at this point in the process, many voters are suffering from  

Campaign fatigue. While the end may be in sight, there are still plenty of events like  

This between now and Election Day.  And John Kerry will be using them to  

Hammer home is message.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/29/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Arambula who's completing two terms as a Fresno County Supervisor says the group, the institute 

De Los Mexicanos El Exterior is an organization of Americans who provide advice to the 

Mexican government on how it can better serve its citizens who live in the United States and 

Arambula says he quit participating years ago, but Paul Betancourt, who's a farmer, defends the 

claim. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/30/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

With the presidential candidates running at a virtual dead heat, they're both campaigning at a 

tireless pace. The latest ABC news tracking poll shows President Bush at 49-percent and Senator 

Kerry at 48-percent. With numbers that tight, ABC news reporter, Gloria Riviera shows us how 

both men are vying for every vote. Both campaigns are launching their final sprints in the swing 

states that could determine the race, each vote worth fighting for as their chance to convince 

undecided voters comes to a close.       

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/30/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Governor Schwarzenegger is pushing hard to get every Republican he can elected statewide. He 

told a packed house at Cal State Bakersfield that every race counts and even though the initiative 

list is long it is a few minutes spent to understand the issues that could will change peoples’ lives. 

 

 ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/31/04, LENGTH: 58 SEC., LOCAL  

California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger stopped in Bakersfield as part of his "Road to 

Reform" bus tour. He's asking people to vote his way on various propositions on Tuesday and to 

elect more republican legislators. Schwarzenegger will continue his bus tour today through 

northern California, making stops in Redding and Pleasanton. 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/04, LENGTH 2:01 SEC., LOCAL 

Republican Roy Ashburn chatted with customers at a tower district restaurant in central  

Fresno as he is still introducing himself to voters in a district where he's thought to be an 

underdog to Democrat Jim Costa is well known and more than half of registered voters are 

democrats. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/04, LENGTH :31 SEC. LOCAL 

Sunday is no day-off for the assembly candidates who walked through south Fresno 

neighborhoods today campaigning for every vote. With just two days until the election both Juan 

Arambula and Paul Betancourt went door-to-door to meet voters, face-to-face. 

 

ACTION NEWS 7:25PM CUT-IN 11/02/04, LENGTH: 24 SEC., LOCAL 

The polls will be closing in 35 minutes and ABC news will bring you the latest national results in 

just a moment. We have special election night coverage with central California's largest news 

team and 12 reporters are in place. We begin with Action News Capitol Bureau Chief Nannette 

Miranda live in Beverly Hills where Governor Schwarzengger is tonight. 

 

ACTION NEWS 7:57PM CUT-IN 11/02/04, LENGTH: 13 SEC., LOCAL 

Action news had coverage of the 2004 vote. The California polls will be closing in two minutes. 

Action News Anchor Margot Kim was live at the Fresno county election office with how we'll 

see the results come in. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/02/04, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 

Measure H is indeed the big issue for folks up here. Merced residents were asked to increase their 

sales tax by a half-cent - up to seven-and-three-quarters to pay for more police and fire. We're 

still waiting for more concrete numbers. They had to reboot the county's main elections computer 

so a little behind but supporters are trying to stay confident. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/04/04, LENGTH 2:15 SEC., LOCAL 

One cent, per dollar, that's how much more sales tax city leaders like Ed Aabercrombie say would 

have sparred Atwater from painful cuts.  Measure Q would have raised a-million dollars a year to 

bring the city's police and fire departments up to levels where they should already be. Years of 

state takeaways and costly health benefits have forced this town to cut spending by close to a 

million dollars.   

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/06/04, LENGTH 1:48 SEC. LOCAL 

President Bush says his decisive re-election victory is proof that Americans are embracing his 

agenda. The president has a long wish-list for change and says he plans to get to work quickly. 

ABC’s Gloria Riviera had details from Washington.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/07/04, LENGTH 1:56 MIN., LOCAL 

It's the smallest sales tax increase in Fresno history, but support for Measure Z was huge. People 

at the zoo say work has already started planning for the future with this new money. We're told 

the first priorities are maintaining basic operations and doing renovations. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTION NEWS AM LVIE, 11/08/04, LENGTH: 16 SEC., LOCAL 

Analysis of voting patterns shows that again voters in the San Joaquin valley disagreed with 

people in Los Angeles and San Francisco on which candidate would make a good president. 

While the state picked Senator John Kerry, Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Merced, Calaveras, Mariposa 

and Tuolumne counties went with Bush. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/09/04 LENGTH: 23 SEC., LOCAL 

Plans for several new schools in the Fresno Unified School District are on hold. 

Voters approved Measure K in March of 2001 to help the district build ten new elementary 

schools, along with improving and modernizing other campuses. The district says plans for six of 

the new elementary schools have been put on hold. The district says enrollment is down so it 

doesn't need the new schools. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/10/04, LENGTH: 35 SEC., LOCAL 

Prop 71, passed by 60 percent of California voters, will be used in the search for cures to a host of 

medical problems. Scientists are warning not to expect too much too soon.Those who attended 

this conference yesterday at Stanford University discussed how the 3-billion dollar boost from the 

state will be applied to research the potential medical uses of human stem cells, including 

embryonic cells.  Scientists say that research shows tremendous promise for finding cures to 

things like cancer, diabetes, even spinal cord injuries. Dr. Phillip Pizzo will help oversee the 

research throughout the state. But he is warning against unrealistic expectations. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/16/04, LENGTH 21 SEC., LOCAL 

The emotional campaign for Measure H is re-igniting in Merced. It's also known as the Stephan 

Gray sales tax, in honor of the murdered police officer. It would have generated 134 million 

dollars for fireman and police officers. But voters did not pass the measure. Gray's widow, 

Michelle is asking for an investigation into election mistakes. She says 30-thousand ballots were 

missing measure H. 

 

Action NEWS 6:30PM, 11/16/04, LENGTH :37 SEC., LOCAL 

A year of controversy in a south valley school district could be wrapped up tonight.  

The Farmersville school district board of trustees is set to meet in about ten minutes. 

Insiders are saying former superintendent Janet Jones will be re-hired after a closed-door session. 

The board was expected to make the move on October 27th, but not enough members showed up 

for a quorum. Two of those members were recalled by voters earlier this month. Jones was fired 

on the grounds she used her office to campaign for incumbent school board members in the 

November 2003 election. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/17/04, LENGTH :47 SEC., LOCAL 

Today marks the one-year anniversary of Arnold Schwarzenegger's election to the governor's 

office. On his anniversary he found himself answering questions about special interest groups in 

Sacramento.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/18/04, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 

Dean Florez isn't up for re-election until 2006 but he's already in a very public political fight. 

Recent ads attack him for his voting record in the state senate but now Florez wants to close what 

he calls a loophole. That allows his latest critics to remain anonymous. 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/22/04, LENGTH: 23 SEC., LOCAL 

The closest valley election is now official and a valley city will have to cut fire and police 

protection because a critical measure fell a few votes short. Measure V, a four percent utility tax 

has lost by just 46 votes. Farmersville planned to use measure v money to pay for police and fire 

protection.  But now the city is 170-thousand dollars short. Farmersville will announce cuts next 

month.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/23/04, LENGTH: 47 SEC., LOCAL 

Some worried south valley families voiced their fears about fire protection, to the Tulare county 

supervisors. County supervisors are considering putting a tax measure before voters in order to 

come up with a way to bridge the county's one- point- eight million dollar budget gap. The county 

is downsizing ten fire stations in order to save money. The cutbacks include fire houses in 

Dinuba, Visalia, Goshen, Tulare, and Porterville with the first stations slated to shut down next 

Monday. The county says if there was to be a tax, they would first hold a special Election 

probably in the next four to five months. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/02/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

When Cal Dooley was elected to congress in 1990, it was his first and only elected office. He 

didn't seek re-election, and hundreds turned out tonight, to wish him well and reflect on his seven 

terms in office. Appearing in front of a crowd for perhaps the last time as a congressman, Cal 

Dooley was honored by Fresno States Maddy institute. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/04/04, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 

After more than three months off, state lawmakers will be back on the job this Monday for a new 

session. Last month's election didn't change the party make-up of the legislature, but the lines are 

already being drawn in the political sand. Action News Capitol Bureau Chief Nannette Miranda 

has a preview of the battles to come. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LVIE, 12/06/04, LENGTH: 18 SEC., LOCAL 

A state lawmaker plans to reintroduce a bill to make same sex marriage legal.  

Assemblyman Mark Leno's "marriage license nondiscrimination act" would amend a section of 

California's family code. Despite the setbacks from the election, leno says he's not worried about 

his measure. Assembly speaker Fabian Nunez has pledged to support the bill.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/16/04, LENGTH: 16 SEC. LOCAL 

It’s the 46- million dollar question in Sacramento and that was what happened to millions in 

federal election funds at the center of the investigation. Action News Capitol Bureau Chief 

Nannette Miranda is live in Sacramento with what the state auditor found out. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/16/04, LENGTH: 25 SEC., LOCAL 

Almost seven weeks after the election, the race for governor of Washington could be headed to 

court. At issue are 573 newly discovered absentee ballots, in the democratic stronghold of king 

county. The votes will be included in an ongoing hand recount. Republican Dino Rossi is said to 

hold a lead of about 120 votes over Democrat Christine Gregoires republican leaders are suing 

king county over the ballots, which were never counted.  

 

 

 

 

 



HISPANICS TODAY, 11/14/04, 5:00AM,:30 MINUTES, SYNDICATION 

In Studio Interview: Election 04 Results: Latinos voted in greater numbers than ever before, 

contributing to flex their political clout. Maria Cardona, Hispanic Project, New Democratic 

Network, admits that the Kerry campaign should have done more to entice Latinos. Meanwhile, 

Raul Romero, Adviser, Bush/Cheney Campaign, say’s he’s pleasantly surprised a percentage of 

Latinos voting Republican this year. Both Romero and Chaney say no political party can clearly 

lay claim to the Latino vote. And as a result, both parties will have to work hard to appeal to 

Hispanic voting sensibilities. 

 

POLLUTION/AIR/WATER QUALITY 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/03/04, LENGTH 1:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Experts at an air quality symposium said this week that if Californians don't change their driving 

habits and it’ll be hard to clean up the central valley's pollution. Experts also say the solution is 

education and a change in people's habits. Residents of Merced, Turlock and Modesto might need 

to study up on water conservation and money-saving tips. This, after Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger approved a January first 20-25 deadline to have all homes in the state hooked up 

to water meters.  The bill requires all Californians to pay for water based on how much they use 

and not a flat fee for unlimited use.  

  

ACTION NEWS IS LIVE, 10/04/04, LENGTH: 28 SEC., LOCAL 

Last year, four southern California counties surpassed a federal health standard for ozone for 64 

days.  So far this year, the region has exceeded the standard on just 27 days. Air quality officials 

say the data shows that the hazy skies are not only a product of pollution but of weather 

conditions. 

 

ACTION NEWS IS LIVE, 10/07/04, LENGTH: 28 SEC. LOCAL 

Valley State Senator Dean Florez, will hold a hearing of the air quality committee he chairs to 

examine recent health studies on the effect of air pollution on children's lungs. 

In Fresno, childhood asthma rates are nearly four times the national average. It has been a focal 

point of hearings over the last two years by the senate select committee on air quality in the 

central valley. Today's hearing will be held from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the Fresno City Hall 

chambers. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/08/04, LENGTH: 30 SEC., LOCAL 

An aggressive plan to try and reduce smog levels in the valley by the year 2010 has been 

approved. It focuses on reducing peak levels of ozone in the next six years. The valley was 

recently reclassified in the extreme category for not meeting federal ozone standards. The 

reclassification also gives the valley more time to meet federal standards. The plan must still be 

approved by the state air resources board, and the u-s environmental protection agency. 

  

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/11/04, LENGTH: 17 SEC., LOCAL 

A state official says the nearly 70 million dollars in loan to help California dairies was misspent. 

The money meant for reducing pollution was used by dairies to expand their operations. By 

increasing their herd of cows, dairies are helping make the air in the San Joaquin valley among 

the dirtiest in the nation.  

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/11/04, LENGTH: 28 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/12/04, LENGTH: 28 SEC., LOCAL 

It was suppose to help California dairies reduce air pollution. But California's treasurer says 

millions of dollars in state bond money was misspent. In question is 70 million dollars in state 

bonds. 18 dairies received the low interest loans, including several here in the central valley. Sate 

Treasurer Phil Angelides has now frozen 24 million dollars in loan funds that were approved 

earlier this year. South Valley Bureau Chief Subha Ravindhran is live in Visalia with what valley 

dairies did with the money. 

  

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/15/04, LENGTH 1:59 MIN., LOCAL 

Well state taxes help make California gas prices more expensive than other states and we use a 

cleaner burning fuel costing more to refine. One man says he would like to help by offering 

alternative as commuters make their way on valley roads; it is getting more and more expensive 

to fill up at the pump. Experts say the price of gas is all tied to international demand China is 

burning more oil and gas. In the US, there is a rush on the east coast to buy more heating oil for 

the winter. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/23/04, LENGTH 1:29 MIN., LOCAL 

The hours you spend in traffic might actually be hazardous to your health. 

But not for the reasons you might think. Christy has the details about your health and commuting. 

For the past 20 years, Andre Stanley has spent 10 to 12 hours on the road most days as a 

professional driver and anyone who fights gridlock daily knows it's stressful. Stanley has the red 

flags of heart disease:  high blood pressure, overweight, and high cholesterol now a new study in 

the New England journal of medicine says Stanley's hours in traffic may be another risk factor for 

a heart attack. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/27/04, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 

The state's pollution control financing board says it won't approve any more tax exempt bonds for 

valley dairies, for at least three more months. At issue are 18 prior loans which met local water 

quality standards, but without having to meet air quality standards. Representatives for dairies 

contend they are one of the most regulated businesses in the state, and are much cleaner because 

of new technologies. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/09/04, LENGTH: 45 SEC., LOCAL 

Valley drivers may soon be asked to pay more to help clean up the air. The San Joaquin air 

pollution control district is considering an extra 2- dollar tax for drivers. Any of the drivers we 

talked to didn't seem to mind the proposed fee. The air district board recently voted down a new 

tax, but the debate is not over. It will vote on the extra 2-dollar charge again in December. The 

tax would raise up to 5-million dollars a year to put cleaner school buses on the streets, cleaner 

diesel water pumps on farms, and take older gross polluting cars off the roads. The additional tax 

would make the valley's DMV surcharges the most expensive in the state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/22/04, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 

With California's gas prices running high, many drivers are looking for ways to save money. 

Energy efficient tires may be the answer. Green tires look like regular wheels but are made with 

silica.  They last longer and some say they will help reduce petroleum dependence and air 

pollution. Some manufacturers already have the tires on the market. 

Experts estimate they'll cost five to 12-dollars more for a set of four. Last year, a law was passed 

to make sure people know about these tires. When the law goes into effect in July 2008, tire shops 

will have to clearly display the fuel efficiency of all their tires.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/02/04, LENGTH: 15 SEC., LOCAL 

The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District wants to see farmers' dust reduction plans 

by the end of this month. By reducing dust produced in farms, construction sites and in wood-

burning fireplaces, the air board hopes to cut pollution by 20 percent before 2010.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/08/04, LENGTH 2:25 SEC., LOCAL 

The suit was filed in federal court here in Fresno by 13 valley car dealers and 9 auto makers. 

Clean air activists say it's an insult to see the suit filed in the city with chronic air quality and 

asthma problems. The San Joaquin valley has some the dirtiest air in America. One in six children 

has asthma but now 13 valley car dealers are backing a law-suit to fight a state law to cut green 

house gas emissions from cars, global warming, and summer smog. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/07/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

A parade of residents expressed their concerns about the increased traffic the development will 

attract. Developer Dewayne Zinkin bills it as a mixed use area. Twenty Four acres of offices, with 

16 acres of mixed use, businesses, stores, restaurants and at least 20 residential units. City 

planners acknowledge it will make traffic worse, and add to air pollution, but city council 

member Brian Calhoun says he's been eager to see the land developed. Traffic studies predict the 

development will bring  another 12 thousand five hundred cars a day on Friant and Audubon and 

surrounding streets, in an area where traffic is already a huge problem.  Despite the problems, the 

city council approved the plan on a six to one vote. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/10/04, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

State air pollution regulators are frustrated with the failure of a voluntary plan promoted by the 

trucking industry. Companies were to replace so-called "smog defeat" devices that regulators said 

illegally bypassed emissions equipment at highway speeds. But not enough trucks have reached 

the compliance. The air board has now imposed mandatory requirements to clean up illegal diesel 

engines. The rules apply to trucks licensed in other states that drive through California as well as 

state-licensed trucks.  

 

ACTION NEWS IS LIVE, 12/17/04, LENGTH: 14 SEC., LOCAL 

Air regulators in the San Joaquin valley want to increase car registration fees. An additional two-

dollar charge would raise money to fund pollution control programs. One of these programs is an 

incentive that helped many farmers switch older, dirtier diesel pumps for newer models 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/13/04, LENGTH 1:07 MIN., LOCAL 

Looking down at the valley floor from our sierra skycam in meadow lakes shows the air quality is 

basically moderate with no wood burning restriction. It’s mostly sunny and seasonably mild in 

the Sierras. 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/14/04, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 

In meadow lakes, our sierra sky cam shows a view from just above the layer of clouds covering 

us. Air quality is unhealthy for sensitive groups today.   

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/21/04, LENGTH: 25 SEC. LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/21/04, LENGTH: 25 SEC., LOCAL 

People in east Orosi now have safe drinking water. At a community meeting last night the Tulare 

county health department advised families that their drinking water was now just slightly below 

the dangerous level for nitrate contamination. An earlier test had showed levels to be unsafe for 

children and pregnant women. The community is looking for alternative sources of water, but 

health experts say nitrate contamination from fertilizer and dairy operations is a major problem 

throughout the valley.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/21/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Farm Bureau President Diana Westmoreland Pedrozo say the big question now is water for the 

development and where will it come from? County leaders are already discussing money and how 

to pay for the new infrastructure needed.  Higher transportation fees were brought up.  The city 

will also have to discuss whether to annex this property 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/24/04, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

It is 49 degrees and chilly. Wood burning is discouraged with air quality unhealthy for sensitive 

groups. Up in the high country--skiers are taking part in some Christmas Eve fun with chair #6 

now up and running.  The sierra skycap in meadow lakes shows the layer of fog blanketing the 

valley floor. That blanket will not completely lift until perhaps Monday when a storm's expected 

to move through.   

  

CRIME 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/01/04, LENGTH 2:37 MIN., LOCAL 

The Fresno Police Department has found a new way to continue protecting and serving the 

community with less money with a look at the Fresno Police Chief's Foundation. 

The Day after Christmas 2002, seven year old Andrew Mitchell was hit by a bullet as he played 

outdoors in southwest Fresno. The shooting left Andrew paralyzed from the waist down and in a 

wheelchair. But that random act of violence was followed by an outpouring of kindness from 

community volunteers and the Fresno Police Chief's Foundation. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/03/04, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 

Two and half year ago, 4-children killed in their own home by man trying to lash out at his ex-

wife. Tomorrow, the mother makes a second appearance on the "Oprah Winfrey" show for 

reasons she never expected. Action News reporter Gerrick Brenner is here now to explain what a 

woman struggling with huge loss has to offer others in need. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/05/04, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

A surprise plea from a valley man accused of breaking into homes, while the owners were inside 

sleeping. It's a story you'll see first on Action News. Robert Dominguez pleaded "no contest" to 

43 -counts including residential burglary. Detectives linked the 25 -year -old to the crime after 

stolen property reported missing from several rural homes was recovered. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/08/04, LENGTH ;20 SEC., LOCAL 

Fresno Police Detectives are investigating a suspected homicide. After getting a call of shots 

fired, officers found a dead man in a car on Temperance between Church and Butler. Police are 



not  releasing any other information about the victim, not even how he died. They think the actual 

crime occurred a short distance from where the body was found. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/12/04, LENGTH 2:13 MIN., LOCAL 

After months of listening to the prosecution make its case against Scott Peterson, the defense will 

have to wait a little longer to make its case. ABC’s Eric Hong reports from Redwood City on why 

the double murder trial has been delayed. Shortly after arriving at the courthouse the family of 

Scott Peterson learnt along with others that the defense will have to wait until next week to 

present its case at the request of lawyers.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/14/04, LENGTH 2:04 MIN., LOCAL 

Federal charges have been filed against Steven Regier. He is accused of bringing 2 foreign 

exchange students over from Germany. He is accused of putting a drug similar to the date rape 

drug into their food and drinks and then sexually assaulting them. Authorities are asking parents 

to take a close look at 41 year old Steven Regier. Sheriff's detectives believe there could be more 

victims out there, who may not know they were abused. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/16/04, LENGTH 1:50 MIN., LOCAL 

Governor Schwarzenegger is asking voters to be tough on crime with him by supporting a DNA 

database for convicted felons and rejecting a move to weaken the three strikes law. And given his 

pro-business stance, he's wants Californians to say "no" to mandatory, company-provided health 

care. A ―No‖ to a phone tax to help fund the 911 system. And "yes" to proposition 64 a initiative 

to stop what the governor calls "shakedown" lawsuits. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/18/04, LENGTH 1:35 MIN., LOCAL 

Over the next two weeks, a team of defense experts are expected to take the stand as Peterson's 

attorneys try to create reasonable doubt with no blood evidence or murder weapon tying Peterson 

to the crime. Defense has argued investigators made a rush to judgement, purposely  

ignoring leads pointing away from Peterson. Because the case against Peterson is largely 

circumstantial, it could come down to which side's experts come off as more credible.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/25/04, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 

New this morning, the FBI reports that violent crime fell 3 percent last year despite increase in 

murders. There were just under 1-point 4 million violent crimes last year. That's 3 percent fewer 

than in 2002 and a decline of more than 25 percent from 1994.  The FBI report is based on crime 

statistics submitted by 17-thousand law enforcement agencies around the country. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/25/04, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

The Fresno Police Department wants to know how local families feel about crime in their 

community or the first time in it's 100 year history, the department is conducting a public survey 

of local homes and businesses. The survey will consist of eighteen questions related to 

neighborhood safety, violent crime, drug activity, traffic, as well as questions about the 

professionalism of police employees. The first questionnaires went out with city utility bills about 

25 percent of all homes and businesses will receive the survey. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/26/04, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 

The estranged wife of a man shot to death in a brutal crime in Clovis, is now suing her husband's 

life insurance company. In June, of last year, Henry "Jimmy" Sevey and his mother, Tedi Petrelli, 

were gunned down at the Petrelli home. James fox, who prosecutors say was dating sevey's 

estranged wife, Saskia Osborn-Sevey, was charged with the murders. 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/28/04, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 

A prison inmate is now a suspect in a Madera county murder case after he was overheard talking 

about the crime. The prisoner, who has not been named, is being charged in the death of Tamara 

Hernandez. Hernandez was killed in November of 1998 and her body found in a farm field. 

The Madera County Sheriff's office says DNA evidence from the woman has been linked to the 

inmate.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/29/04, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 

A rare show of political unity in Los Angeles as governor Arnold Schwarzenegger was joined by 

three of his predecessors in urging voters to reject a proposed easing of the state's Three-Strikes 

law. Democrats Jerry Brown and Gray Davis stood with republican Pete Wilson to warn 

Californians. The state might have a deadly surge in crime if proposition 66 becomes law.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/30/04, LENGTH 2:15 SEC. ,LOCAL 

We are just hours away from a critical point in the Scott Peterson double murder Trial. 

Tomorrow, while much of the nation will be focused on the upcoming election, the prosecutors 

will begin closing arguments. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/31/04, LENGTH 1:38 MIN., LOCAL 

Residents here at the west-gate apartments say there are 5 shooting victims and they know one is 

dead. It happened while a church congregation next door was just leaving and children were out 

collecting Halloween candy. Neighbors say even the shooter was in costume. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/17/04, LENGTH 4:32 MIN., LOCAL 

It is a typical Saturday at Roeding Park with folks milling about and .most don't even notice the 

old school bus rolling into place. Not far from where these kids are playing volleyball, a drug 

addict lies on the ground suffering from seizures. A long line of drug addicts has quickly formed 

at this underground needle exchange where users can get clean syringes. 21 is the magic number 

for many IV drug users.  21 syringes allow them to inject themselves with drugs three times a day 

seven days a week. The needle exchange we showed you was one of the last to be held at 

Roeding Park. Because of safety concerns over discarded needles, organizers have moved the 

underground needle exchanges to different locations where children aren't present. 

  

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/18/04, LENGTH :38 SEC., LOCAL 

Fresno's worst mass murder case is getting new national attention just two months before it's 

scheduled to go to trial. The latest episode of the popular network crime show "law and order" 

featured a story line that could have been inspired by the Marcus Wesson case. Wesson's 

attorney, Pete Jones is still fighting to get the case moved out of Fresno. Jones says Wesson can't 

get a fair trial here. Last September, a judge denied a change of venue request, but Jones has 

appealed to a higher court. Fresno defense attorney David Mugridge was briefly involved in the 

Wesson case. He doesn't think the change will happen. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/18/04, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 

The question presented was what will three weeks of coordinated police work aimed at gangs do 

for the city of Fresno? According to Chief Jerry Dyer, get a whole lot of bad guys old the streets 

and into jail. Early October was building up to one gang related crime scene after another like this 

one where police reports indicate one group  of people opening fire on another. In 26 days  there 

were 17 gang shootings, 14 shooting victims 2 stabbings and a homicide  Dyer's decision was to  

order a 3 week gang suppression operation.. Using the city's District Crime Suppression Teams,  

The Parole Apprehension Team, The Street Violence Tactical Team, The MAGEC team and all 

of its neighborhood traffic units working together. 



 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/18/04, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 

Since our story first aired last night at eleven, many have expressed concern about needle 

exchanges held at Roeding Park. But after our special investigation, safety concerns over stray 

needles injuring someone prompted the exchanges to be moved out of the park. The sheer number 

of used needles collected in just one hour on a Saturday afternoon at Roeding Park was 

astonishing. Five-thousand used syringes were exchanged for new ones. Dr. Marc lasher operates 

the Fresno Free Medical clinic. He calls IV Drug use in the valley an epidemic notes and says a 

legal needle exchange not only saves lives but also saves money.   

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/19/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Two of the victims were approached at bus stops near the Manchester mall and the third near 

Fresno High School. Fresno High Principal Bob Reyes learned not from the police but by 

watching the news last night that one of the assaults occurred near campus. On the same day 

Fresno police announced they would be cracking down on local gang activity there was no 

mention officers were also looking for a sexual assault suspect 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/19/04, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 

A little boy is in foster care and doctors say it's a "miracle" the child even survived the herendous 

ordeal. This isn't the first time the man accused of the crime has been in trouble with the law. 

Police say the abuse took place at this central Fresno apartment complex on July 22nd, 2004.  

Officers found the three year old boy burned from the top of his shoulders to the top of his head.  

Frank Garza has plead not guilty to five counts including attempted murder, torture and 

aggravated mayhem.   

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/21/04, LENGTH 1:56 MIN., LOCAL 

The same jury that found Scott Peterson guilty of murder will begin deliberating whether he lives 

or dies.  Reporter, Rusty Dornin explains what prosecutors and the defense will rely on to 

influence the jury. Before the penalty phase begins Monday morning, the judge will consider 

defense attorney Mark Geragos' motions to replace the jury that convicted him and move away 

from Redwood City for the remaining testimony.  The judge denied both requests earlier in the 

trial.  Legal observers say the removal of two jurors days before the verdict will likely be part of 

the defense argument 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/23/04, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 

It's a silent crime that can ruin your financial life and what if you could be guaranteed protection 

from identity theft. Tonight on Action News Live at Eleven, a consumer watch investigation 

reveals a new way to fight back. Find out why a sure fire plan to protect your credit is still a 

secret, and why the credit card companies don't want that secret told. 

  

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/24/04, LENGTH 3:11 MIN., LOCAL 

Fresno teacher Melissa Dutra says she's had a lot to learn about her own privacy. Four years ago, 

Dutra had her identity stolen. Everything about her including her name, address, driver’s license, 

social security number was used by thieves all over the state... Purchases exceeded $40,000, 

wreaking havoc on her credit. People like her who could finally find relief from a little known 

protection called a "credit freeze" which just became available by law in California last year. 

A freeze totally blocks access to credit reports making it impossible to buy anything with credit or 

apply for anything that requires a credit check. Until the person "thaws" or gives approval to lift it 

with a secret "pin" number. Clovis Police identity theft expert Matt McFadden says it's an 

extreme step even a last resort but unfortunately, sometimes necessary. In fact, it's estimated that 

only 2-thousand Californians use it. Rod Griffin of the credit Bureau explains says that's because 



it's an unnecessary complication. He told action news "it's not something we advertise broadly 

because it doesn't really help consumers like they think it will. The inconvenience is greater than 

the protection. Even though you can thaw the freeze, it's not an instant process. And often people 

forget their pin or lose it". The freeze is not a catch-all. Melissa had her checking account number 

stolen as well and the freeze doesn't stop this kind of theft. A credit freeze is free for any victims 

of id theft. For all others, it costs 10 dollars 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/26/04 LENGTH :17 SEC. LOCAL 

Police in Merced are investigating a disturbing crime. Over a dozen head stones at a cemetery on 

"B" street in south Merced were pushed over and broken. They date back to the 18-hundreds and 

cannot be replaced. The headstones are valued as high as six thousand dollars each, because of 

their age.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/30/04, LENGTH 1:31 MIN.,LOCAL 

The state's highest court has rejected Scott Peterson's appeal for a new jury and change in venue 

for the penalty phase of the trial. Peterson faces life or execution for the murders of his wife and 

unborn son. Ted Rowlands reports, jurors will begin deciding Peterson's future today. Prosecutors 

are expected to show childhood photos of Laci Peterson as they try to convince jurors that Scott 

Peterson should be put to death. The photos are part of a video presentation of the Laci Peterson 

memorial service held in Modesto after her death. The video, which was seen last week by the 

judge, is expected to include a tribute set to the song "brown eyed girl", which many of the 

thousands that attended the service clapped along with as it was shown. Prosecution witnesses are 

expected to include Laci Petersons family members and close friends. So, the same jury that 

found Peterson guilty of first and second degree murder will decide his fate. Either the death 

penalty or life in prison without parole. Scott Peterson had no criminal record, which his lawyers 

are expected to highlight.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/30/04, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 

There was no public opposition last month when Fresno's city council made it harder to distribute 

medical marijuana in Fresno. A medical marijuana distributor can have only 2 customers unless 

they are growing pot for patients. Cannibus users protested today at city hall and their debated 

medicine was on full display. The green plant was the white elephant in the room. City leaders 

hoped last month's emergency ordinance would take effect before anyone set up shop to distribute 

medical marijuana in Fresno. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/30/04, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 

For the second time, Fresno police are taking an unusual step, to try and control a dangerous 

street gang with a laundry list of offenses. The injunction creates a safety zone around Roeding 

park, in which targeted gang members would not be allowed to associate, or engage in certain 

activities. Fresno police also brought an injunction against a Sanger gang back in June, which 

district attorney Elizabeth Egan says has resulted in a dramatic drop in crime in the area. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/18/04, LENGTH 2:10 MIN., LOCAL 

A Visalia woman will serve life in prison for the torture and murder of a four-year-old boy in her 

care. A jury upheld the sentence given to Delfina Jahnighan back in 2001. Action News Anchor 

Gene Haagenson reports what the victim's family is saying about the verdict. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/19/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

A deadly officer-involved shooting at the intersection of Herndon and Golden State and one 

suspect was killed after a drug raid turned into a wild ride.  

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/20/04, LENGTH 1;47 MIN., LOCAL 

Triple A is forecasting some 63 million people will travel over the holidays. The record number 

of people traveling is due in part to an increase in consumer confidence and Christmas and New 

Year's falling on consecutive Saturdays and a higher risk of injury and fatalities on the road. The 

department of transportation forecasts the number roadway fatalities.  An estimated 820 people 

will die over the holidays in car crashes.  That's about as many people that would fill this section 

of this arena and almost half will be caused by drunk drivers. Drunk driving is a crime drunk 

drivers kill people. But the DOT says these are only predictions and the behavior of people can 

prove them wrong. if you plan to drink alcohol at a party you must plan ahead a designated  

Driver is a sober driver it is not the least drunk or stoned person at the Party. Being well-rested, 

wearing your seatbelt and reducing speeds especially on two lane rural roads are more ways to 

keep the happy in happy holidays. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/20/04, LENGTH 2:03 MIN., LOCAL 

With the click of a mouse you can see the picture, name and address of serious sex offenders 

living in your community. Offenders who say they have been rehabilitated...say the website 

paints an unfair picture of them and doesn't take into consideration...that some people can change. 

Twenty years ago miller was convicted of raping is ex-wife. Miller points to a court document 

certifying his rehabilitation and numerous letters ackowledging his accomplishments both in and 

out of prison.  He says this is the James Miller people don't see when they look at what's on the 

Megan's law website. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/21/04, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 

Southwest Fresno is home to 133 -registered sex offenders. Police say the high number isn't 

impacting crime and  people who live here say they're definitley more aware. Detailed 

information about sex offenders is available on the new, updated Megan's law website 93706 zip 

code has the most with 133 followed by 93728 with 121and 93722 with 108.  93650 has the lease 

amount with just seven 93711 is next with 16 and 93720 has only 26 -sex offenders.  The 

information has many people on edge.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/21/04, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

A suspected serial killer is behind bars tonight. The Madera County Sheriff's office believes DNA 

evidence has linked Jose Guererro to the murders of three women, and the attempted murder of 

another. Action news reporter Sontaya Rose explains how Fresno's crime lab played a vital role in 

the investigation. We begin with anchor Gene Hagenson live in Madera, and what led police to 

the suspect. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/22/04, LENGTH ;26 SEC., LOCAL 

One of the former administrators of the now defunct gateway academy charter school is speaking 

out tonight about the embezzlement charges he's facing. Today's hearing was postponed because 

one of the defendant's attorneys could not attend. The three former administrators are charged 

with embezzlement and mis-using more than a million dollars of taxpayer money. The arrests 

follow a state department of justice probe sparked by an action news investigation. All three 

defendants will be back in court in January. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/18/04, 4:00PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Memorable Guests: The Dramatic Follow-Up: Her body as been found, now Lori 

Hacking’s mother speaks out. Then, We heard from the emotionally abusive husband 

who left the show and promised help is back.  

 



OPRAH WINFREY 10/21/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Sexually Abused Women Come Forward: Three sisters and one devastating secret. Their 

own father, a minister, charged with rape and incest. Also, they are mothers and daughter, 

but they are also sisters. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/25/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Face to Face with your Attacker: A Mother raped and murdered. Her daughter turns to 

the killer for answers. Also, a hit man and his target face to face. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 11/11/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

When You accidently Kill Someone: It only took a second for one father’s son to 

disappear forever. Also, a fatal mistake left a husband without his wife. A women who 

accidentally killer their eleven year old-girl and how she faced the parents. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/16/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Sexually abused by her father for nearly fifty year, a daughter finally snaps. Also, a 

convicted child molester and his victim come face to face. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/20/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR  SYNDICATION 

Suburban Teens: The New Prostitutes: Suburban girls from good families, twelve, 

thirteen, and fourteen year-olds who sell their bodies for expensive gifts and money. 

Then, a young women who recruited teens for her own escort service. It was shocking as 

teen viewers took us to the streets. 
 

 

HEALTH 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/03/04, 9:30AM,:30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #3: The Susan G. Koman Breast Cancer Foundation: Race for The Cure: We 

were joined by Carolyn Jorgensen. Carolyn is a breast cancer survivor and a founding 

member of the Koman affiliation in Fresno. The Foundation is an international 

organization with a network of volunteers working through local affliliates and events 

like the Komen Race for The Cure to eradicate breast cancer as a life-threatening disease 

by advancing research, education, screening and treatment. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/07/04, 9:30 AM, LENGTH: 30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #1: Poverello House: Food for the Holidays: For twenty-seven year, Poverello 

House has been providing delicious Thanksgiving Dinners to Fresno’s Homeless. By 

donating to Poverello House, you can help make someone’s Thanksgiving Day brighter. 

Last year’s budget crunch along with a drop off in giving challenged those who put on 

the feast, as well as those who received it. We looked into the Poverello House this year 

and talked with Jim Connell, Executive Direct: to see how donations have been going. 

Segment #2: City of Fresno: Food for the Holidays: Local Fresno Council Member, 

Cynthia Sterling told us about ―Food for the Holiday‖. District 3 is one of the most 

ethnically diverse in all of Fresno and unfortunately, suffers from the highest 

unemployment. This food drive helps to feed people living in our community that would 

have done without this holiday season. 



 

Segment #3: Community Food Bank: Food for the Holidays: The Community Food Bank 

of Fresno is another organization that deals with food issues facing the needy living in the 

valley. We heard from Tim Reese, Executive Director of The Community Food Bank, as 

he explained what is needed at the food bank. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 12/12/04 AT 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #1: Fresno County Department of Community Health: Flue Vaccine: We were 

joined by Dr Edward L. Moreno, Fresno county Health Officer with the Fresno County 

Department of Community Health as he explained about Flue prevention, Flue 

vaccination and immunization. Starting next week, officials will host five clinics 

throughout Fresno County. They will give out half the shots and save the second half to 

evaluate the greatest need and then decide when and where to disperse it. 

Segment #2: Immunization Program/Don’t Let the Flue Catch You: We heard tips on 

prevention including washing your hands very often. The county says it will follow 

guidelines form the centers for disease control prevention to determine who will receive 

the vaccine. That includes children six to 23 month, seniors and people with chronic 

medical conditions.  
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/20/04, LENGTH: 22 SEC., LOCAL 

More flu vaccine is on the way, but it won't arrive right away. Health and Human Services 

secretary Tommy Thompson says an additional two and half million doses will arrive in January. 

That could be too late and the flu season typically peaks in January or later. So while the US 

government combs the world for more vaccine, it's unclear how helpful the extra doses will be. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/21/04, LENGTH 1:29 MIN., LOCAL 

The hours you spend in traffic might actually be hazardous to your health, but not for the reasons 

you might think. Christy Feig has the details about your health and commuting for the past 20 

years, Andre Stanley has spent 10 to 12 hours on the road most days as a professional driver and 

anyone who fights gridlock daily knows it's stressful. Stanley has the red flags of heart disease:  

high blood pressure, overweight, and high cholesterol now a new study in the New England 

journal of medicine says Stanley's hours in traffic may be another risk factor for a heart attack.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/23/04, LENGTH 2:39 MIN., LOCAL 

Three people have three different reasons for packing on the pounds. They're all banking on the 

same new plan to improve their health and whittle their waistlines. It's called the tropical diet. 

Created by Lisa Dorfman of the American dietetic association, it's basically low calorie fare with 

a twist. Dorfman says not only do tropical foods add flavor and flare to your menu, they're also 

loaded with anti-oxidants which help maximize the absorption of vitamins and minerals. 

But the real difference with this diet: you can customize it. There are three plans, ranging from a 

thousand to 24-hundred calories a day. The lean plan is low-carb and high protein. The Athlete- 

high carb and low fat, and the basic a  40/30/30 percent distribution of carbs, fat, and protein.  

Judith stern a co-founder of the American obesity association says customizing is a big perk... But 

she says some dieters may have trouble constantly counting how much and what kinds of foods 

they eat. 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/23/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

The latest struggle is in Merced; the supply and demand problem is even worse and after one 

third of the city's supply was stolen. Instead, a Merced clinic was robbed of something that almost 

overnight has become a hot commodity and that is Vials of the flu vaccine. Police say the thief 

ransacked the refrigerator and took 90 vials of the vaccine. That's enough to give 900 people flu 

shots. Police are looking into the possibility the heist could be an inside job from a former 

employee. 

 

ACTION NEWS IS LIVE, 10/26/04, LENGTH: 20 SEC., LOCAL 

The CHP says their promoting safe driving for seniors through better wellness health. The Santa  

Monica incident in particular is a bit of a different issue. What they are doing now is trying to 

prevent things like that happening again. The CHP says it's also important to take auto safety for 

seniors into account to ensure they're protected in the event of accidents that aren't their fault. But 

health officials say because the vaccines are fragile and must be kept at a specific temperature 

regardless the outcome. The vaccines now are no good to them. The most at risk elderly, infants 

and pregnant mothers are the ones who may suffer the most. Merced police believe since the 

alarm wasn't tripped. It had to be someone who has access to the building and knows the layout.      

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/26/04, LENGTH 2:14 MIN., LOCAL 

There are three candidates running for the school board seat for district three, the Sunnyside High 

School area. Salcido is a former television reporter and administrator for Visalia unified. 

She currently teaches in Sanger says the board must find a way to control the spiraling cost of its 

health care and benefits plan. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/28/04, LENGTH :40 SEC., LOCAL 

A scary situation in northern California. Parents in Yuba County are learning that hundreds of 

children may have been exposed to a potentially deadly strain of tuberculosis. Two students at 

Lyndhurst high school are in the hospital being treated for multi-drug resistant TB. The school 

sent letters home and hundreds of students are being tested for the disease. The two boys who are 

hospitalized will need treatment for two years including IV treatments for one year.  They won't 

be able to go back to school or work for six months. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH: 21 SEC., LOCAL 

More flu shots have arrived in the valley and the Fresno county health department says 46-

hundred flu vaccines arrived last night. The county says seniors and people with chronic medical 

conditions, children six to 23 months can get vaccinated at clinics throughout Fresno County 

beginning Thursday, November 4th.  

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/29/04, LENGTH: 14 SEC., LOCAL 

The nation's blood supply is growing short one reason is that the group most likely to donate 

blood is getting older. Health officials are now reaching out to a new, younger generation of 

potential donors. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/31/04, LENGTH: 17 SEC., LOCAL 

Every year nearly 12-thousand children in the US are diagnosed with some form of cancer.   

Chemotherapy and radiation have helped improve survival rates for these kids, but the treatments 

often mean some serious side effects, but now, a drug may offer life-saving protection.  Action 

News anchor Lisa Gonzales explains in tonight's health-watch. 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM SUNDAY, 10/31/04, LENGTH 1:53 MIN., LOCAL 

Today, twenty-year-old Matthew Rienzo is healthy. But that wasn't always the case. When 

Matthew was sixteen, he was diagnosed with cancer. Children in the study were diagnosed with 

leukemia, but Zinecard  is used for many types of childhood cancer. Zinecard has also been used 

in adult patients with breast cancer.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM SUNDAY, 11/14/04, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 

Are "light" cigarettes safer than regular cigarettes? In a survey of teenagers by the University of 

San Francisco 40 percent said light cigarettes were not as harmful as other cigarettes. 

Light cigarettes may have lower levels of tar and nicotine but according to this year's surgeon 

general's report. They are just as deadly. Experts say one reason is that smokers of light cigarettes 

still crave the same amount of nicotine so they unconsciously smoke them differently. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/15/04, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 

The state will soon release the results of its own audit. With suggestions teachers may not want to 

hear. FTA knows the real audit is going to be coming out shortly and it will show the most 

significant problem with FUSD’s budget is the health benefits package. The FTA’s accounting 

firm says it will consider the state's audit as part of its investigation and union leaders say their 

motives are genuine. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/16/04, LENGTH 1:17 MIN., LOCAL 

When it comes to starting an exercise program, one of the biggest obstacles is just getting the 

motivation to get moving. Health experts recommend at least half an hour of exercise five days a 

week. But for two-thirds of Americans who are overweight or obese, sudden exercise can be 

more than challenging it can be potentially dangerous.  The heavier you are the greater your risk 

of diabetes, asthma, arthritis, high blood pressure and high cholesterol. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/17/04, LENGTH: 30 SEC., LOCAL 

The flu vaccine shortage is the subject of a hearing on Capitol Hill today. Health officials had 

aimed to have 100-million doses this season. They ended up with just 61-million after the drug 

company "Chiron" was forced to dump half its vaccine due to contamination. Before the flu 

season began the company's CEO testified on Capitol Hill. He said despite a few setbacks, there 

would be no problems with his company's vaccine supply. He'll testify as to what went wrong and 

how "Chiron" will make sure it doesn't happen next year. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY,11/17/04, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 

It's a troubling fact of life: some kids drink. But can a doctor persuade kids not to drink? 

According to a new study published in the annals of family medicine, when a doctor spends just a 

few minutes talking to kids about the dangers of alcohol, those kids are 50-percent less likely to 

drink. The study reported that when kids talked with their doctor they had 55-percent fewer traffic 

accident and 42-percent fewer emergency room visit and fewer arrests for underage drinking. It 

seems when doctors warn kids about alcohol they listen. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/17/04, LENGTH 4:45 MIN., LOCAL 

It is a typical Saturday at Roeding Park with folks milling about most don't even notice the old 

school bus rolling into place. But not far from where these kids are playing volleyball a drug 

addict lies on the ground suffering from seizures. A long line of drug addicts has quickly formed 

at this underground needle exchange where users can get clean syringes. 

  

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/18/04, LENGTH: 22 SEC., LOCAL 

It was a by-product of the California gold rush. An abandoned mine near Fresno County is raising 

serious health questions. Tonight on Action News at six, a special report on the water flowing out 

of this mine, and into nearby streams. What's causing the water to turn orange, who's drinking it, 

and why no one's working to clean it up.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/18/04, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 

Since our story first aired last night at eleven, many have expressed concern about needle 

exchanges held at Roeding Park. But after our special investigation, safety concerns over stray 

needles injuring someone prompted the exchanges to be moved out of the park. The sheer number 

of used needles collected in just one hour on a Saturday afternoon at Roeding Park was 

astonishing. Five-thousand used syringes were exchanged for new ones. Dr. Marc lasher operates 

the Fresno Free medical clinic. He calls IV drug use in the valley an epidemic and says a legal 

needle exchange not only saves lives but also saves money.   

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/19/04, LENGTH :23 SEC. LOCAL 

The Eighth Annual Latina Women's Conference featured speakers and entertainment, under this 

year's theme "our foundation, our vision, our future. Subjects covered included health, and 

success in the workplace. The conference was MC’d by our own Action News morning anchor 

Lisa Gonzales. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/20/04, LENGTH 2:03 MIN., LOCAL 

The conservative group, responsible citizens, will help gather those signatures for a constitutional 

amendment to require parental notification before a girl under 18 can get an abortion. The girl can 

get an abortion 48 hours after notification. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 11/21/04, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 

The 24-hour strike is set for 7 AM Tuesday at this hospital which is used by those needing the 

most serious emergency care. Nurses here say Community Medical Centers has tried to bust their 

union over almost a decade administrators say they have negotiated in good faith with the union 

for over a year. After a serious car wreck in the central San Joaquin valley, the helicopter will fly 

the patient to university medical center and after life-threatening burns, the victims come to 

UMC. And patients without health insurance? They too come to this hospital run by community 

medical centers. UMC has the only level one trauma center between Los Angeles and Sacramento 

and Tuesday the nurses are planning to walk out for 24-hours because they say the pay and 

benefits don't compete with other local hospitals. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 11/23/04, LENGTH: 29 SEC., LOCAL 

In the north valley one housing authority is being recognized for doing a lot with a little. Merced 

County received two national awards honoring superior assisted housing and community 

development programs. The John O'Banion learning center in south Merced was recognized as an 

innovative community revitalization project. It provides office space to small businesses and 

learning programs for children. Merced's "girls on the move," program - which focuses on health 

and nutrition - was also highlighted for its success combating the epidemic of obesity among 

girls. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, (WEDNESDAYS) :30 SEC.,LOCAL 

You can get Rhonda's fitness tips every Wednesday morning here on AM-Live. If you have 

questions for Rhonda why not e-mail her? Just go to ABC 30.com and click on Health. 

 

 



 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/30/04, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 

More people in the north valley are rolling up their sleeves for a flu shot. Merced County received 

an extra 11-hundred doses of the flu vaccine from the state. In October it had to cancel all clinics 

due to the nationwide shortage of vaccines and the theft locally of nine-hundred shots. Today was 

the first of four clinics, three in Merced and one in Los Banos and folks lined up hours early. 

For more information on the remaining clinics and who qualifies contact the Merced county 

health department. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/22/04, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

The central valley is facing a healthcare crisis. From Tulare to Fresno, counties nurses are not 

happy and doctors are in short supply. We have team coverage of the medical crisis Gerrick 

Brenner joins us with the doctor shortage in the south valley and what's being done to fix it. 

We begin with action news anchor Juanita Stevenson live at University Medical Center with 

when nurses will return to the picket line.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/22/04, LENGTH 3:04 MIN., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/23/04, LENGTH 3:04 MIN., LOCAL 

The warning labels stem from a California law proposition 65 that requires manufacturers to put a 

warning on any product that contains chemicals known to cause cancer or birth defects. In the 

case of artificial Christmas trees, there is lead in the plastic PVC coating. Reresearchers say the 

risk is that lead can come off onto the hands of the person handling the tree. During setup and 

decoration and while playing around and under it like children often do. Dr. Richard Maas of the 

University of North Carolina is conducting a study on whether or not there's any danger from the 

lead present in artificial Christmas trees. Lead has been linked to birth defects, developmental 

disorders and other neurological disorders in children. Here's how to find out whether your tree is 

putting you at risk. You can request a test kit like this one from Dr. Maas' lab. It contains a plastic 

vial, gloves and a wipe. You find a 12-inch branch on your tree and run the wipe along the 

branch, drop it into the vial then send it back to the lab for analysis. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/23/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

By the year 2030, the number of people in the US over the age of 65 will more than double. As 

the baby-boom generation finds itself in retirement, more adult children are finding themselves 

caring for aging parents. Julie Vallese reports on a new program to help those who become 

caregivers.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/27/04, LENGTH :35 SEC., LOCAL 

In celebrity news, filmmaker Michael Moore is on the prowl again. The controversial director has 

already tackled GM, the gun lobby, and President Bush. Now he's set his sights on the health care 

industry.  The LA times reports that at least six drug companies have directed employees to be on 

the lookout for Moore. Add 16-year-old Sarah Steele to those actors who have added pounds for 

fat roles. Sarah had to gain more than 15 pounds to play the overweight daughter in "Spanglish."    

 She's normally a size one or two and Sarah says that playing the role of Bernice gave her a 

chance to explore teenage obesity.   

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/27/04, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

If your new year's resolution is to exercise more and eat less, it might not be enough to melt off 

the pounds. A new study shows how one hormone could drive overeating. People are packing on 

pounds in huge numbers, prompting the world health organization to coin a new term for the 

phenomenon globosity.  Now research suggests that in heavy people a powerful hunger hormone 

goes haywire.   As reported in discover magazine, obesity researcher Julio Licinio  collected 



blood samples every seven minutes for 24 hours from five obese men and five lean men. He 

measured their levels of hormones known to contribute to appetite regulation. One, an appetite 

stimulant called ghrelin affected obese people most during the daytime, but in lean men the 

hormone shown here as a navy blue line peaked during the same hours when this red line shows it 

stayed the same in obese subjects. Licinio says that could explain why it's easier for lean people 

not to overeat.    

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/28/04, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

A dose of public health was mixed with the food and song at this year's Hmong New Year 

celebration in Fresno. Flu shots were available at the celebration yesterday. Flu shots can be a 

tough sell in the Hmong community. Many older Hmong immigrants come originally from Laos 

where medicine is often a mix of science and superstition. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/28/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

Time is of the essence. Those who survived the giant waves must now fight to live without 

adequate food, water or shelter. International relief organizations are struggling to deal with the 

needs of thousands, in an environment littered with dead bodies and sewage.  

Experts fear cholera and malaria could add greatly to the death toll and ready to send relief 

supplies to the affected areas everything from fresh water to generators. New Yorkers showed up 

at the offices of the Sri Lankan ambassador to the UN with donations of food and clothing. Aid 

agencies applaud the spirit behind the efforts but say money is better. The US has already given 

15 million dollars towards the relief effort. The US agency for international development has 

earmarked another 20 Million.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/29/04, LENGTH 1:59 MIN,, LOCAL 

President Bush will finally speak today about the disaster in south Asia. The number killed in the 

mammoth earthquake and tsunami now stands at more than 67-thousand, with tens of thousands 

still missing. The UN health agency warns that disease could double the death toll yet again.  

Today, President Bush will make his first public comments since the devastating Tsunami hit. 

First though he'll discuss relief efforts with members of his national security council via 

conference call from his Texas ranch. The US has been criticized by some for not giving enough.  

So far the administration has pledged 35 million dollars.  

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY/12/29/04, LENGTH 2:19 MIN., LOCAL 

The International Red Cross says it has never seen a natural disaster on this scale. Officials with 

the Red Cross predict the death toll could top one hundred thousand. ABC’s Stephanie Sy has 

more details on the health threats. Even from space, the thick line of waves looked ominous. 

Satellite photos from digital globe show the tsunami approaching the Sri Lankan coast and the 

rapid flood that followed. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/29/04, LENGTH 1:47 MIN., LOCAL 

Even as humanitarian aid pours into the devastated areas by the planeload, concerns are rising 

that many areas aren't being reached fast enough. World health officials say the powerful 

tsunamis wiped out roadways and communications systems, making it difficult to assess the 

needs of remote communities. The threat of disease, like the smell of death, hangs over the 

survivors. Officials have stopped trying to identify many of the victims-there are just too many.  

   

 

 

 



MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS #5 

11/07/04, 4:30PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Advances in dental care/orthodontia, advances in diabetes management. Breakthroughs in 

the treatment of back and neck pain. Also childhood time bombs examines childhood 

obesity and hostility and corresponding health risks, such as asthma, heart disease and 

type 2 diabetes. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/04/04, 4:0PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

A single mother of Quads: Oprah’s day with quadruplets! Then, a first and it’s a miracle. 

The once conjoined twins are here in the Harpo studio. Also, an incredible follow up. Her 

husband murdered her four children, now she has saved sixteen lives. 
 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/13/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

Miracle Babies with Celin Dion: A husband dies and sixteen months later a women gives 

birth to their twins. It’s this miracle along with many more on today’s Oprah. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 11/08/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Incredible Body Makeovers and Follow Up With Wynonna Judd: The woman who ate 

her way to five hundred and fifty pounds. Now, her incredible weight loss and ultimate 

body makeover.  

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 11/17/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Depressed, Mentally Ill and Famous: Violent, suicidal, and locked in a psych-ward. A 

―General Hospital‖ star, the wife he threatened to kill and their real life nightmare. We 

also heard from actress Linda Hamilton’s struggle with hallucinations and rage. Also, 

Shawn Colvin and her devastating battle with depression. 

 

HISPANICS TODAY 10/31/04, 5:00AM, :30 MINUTES SYNDICATION 

Starting Over, Stitch by Stitch: In 1999, fashion designer Maria Barraza was heading 

toward the top of her industry. Brand name specialty stores and catalogs sold her designs. 

But a diagnosis of cancer threatened to unravel Maria’s dreams. We saw how this 

budding star copes with the responsibilities of a growing business while battling a life-

threatening illness. 
 

EDUCATION 

 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: SECRETS OF SUCCESS 

Sunday, November 21, 2004 at 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, December 5, 2004 at 9:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 
Success — Webster's Dictionary defines it as a favorable result, good fortune. But, the meaning 

can be different depending on who you ask.  Children First: Secrets of Success looked into the 

need to succeed. The special looked into what success is in the eyes of Valley kids and the 

community. It also examined how far are kids willing to go to get to that level.  According to 

National Center for Policy Analysis, the number of students enrolled in four year institutions of 

higher education is at an all time high: 14.8 million registered in 2004, compared to 14.6 million 

in fall of 1998. More than 1.3 million kids are taking the SAT tests this year. According to the  

 



Department of Labor, of the 2.7 million youth who graduated from high school in 2003, 1.7  

million were attending college in October. According to school counselors, your grade point 

average and SAT scores are at the top of the list. Then, a personal statement that tells them 

something about your character, references from people who know you, and community service 

activities that require leadership skills carry more weight.  

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/03/04, 9:30AM,:30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #1: Volunteer Bureau of Fresno County: Volunteering and Agency: This 

segment talked about the importance of volunteering. Not only do you get a great reward 

for making a difference to the individual or organization, so do the people you choose to 

help. We took a look at how a group of Volunteers who help feed the hungry. ―Gleaners‖ 

for the hungry take all their donations from local food plans and farmers. They feed 

people in more than 38 countries and along with their fruit; they deliver more than 4.5 

million pounds of food each year. 

Segment #2: Volunteer Guide Dog: This segment talked about the only volunteer guide-

dog training program in the south valley and in a few months, a handful of Woodlake 

High School students will turn in what has become a year long project. We also heard 

about an evening of ―Monopoly‖, a fundraiser to benefit the Volunteer Center of Fresno 

County. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/10/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #1: Fresno Philharmonic Orchestra: Philharmonic Birthday: This segment 

talked about some very special cultural arts Events including the Fresno Philharmonic 

and the Fresno Grand Opera. The Goal of the Big 50
th

 Anniversary celebration is to raise 

awareness of the symphony in Fresno and attract more symphony goers as hundreds of 

symphony lovers gathered to mark the occasion at a Gala event. 

Segment #2: Fresno Grand Opera: 2005 Season: This year’s concert for their 2005 season 

will feature none other than Placido Domingo. We were joined by Ron Eichman, general 

Director of the Fresno Grand Opera as he talked about this event and others for the 2005 

season. 

Segment #3: Roosevelt School of Arts: Chicago: In this segment we were joined by Jim 

Becker, Drama Director at Roosevelt School of the Arts and their upcoming production 

―Chicago‖. You may phone them for more information at the number provided. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/10/04, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #4: Friends of the Library: Dinner in the Library: We were joined by Linda 

Calandra, member of the friends of the Library as she talked about their event ―Dinner in 

the Library‖ with a twist. This was a fundraiser for the Fresno County Libraries. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/07/04, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #4: The Educational Outreach Programs of These Art Partners/Fresno 

Philharmonic, Fresno Ballet, Central California’s Choir, Fresno Choral Artists: Holiday 

Trail of Trees: The beneficiaries of Holiday Trail of Trees are the educational outreach 

programs of these art partners: The Fresno Philharmonic, The Fresno Ballet, The Central 

California Children’s Choir and the Fresno Choral Artists 

 

 



 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/14/04, 9:30AM, LENGTH, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #1: Fresno County Office of Education: Educator of the Year Awards: Teacher 

of the Year: The Fresno County Office of Education, a partner with ABC-30 and 

Children First, has named Carol Stone as the Teacher of the Year. Carol is a classroom 

teacher at Lincoln Elementary which is part of the Kingsburg Elementary Charter School 

district. 

Segment #2: Educator of the Year: Administrator of the Year: The Fresno Office of 

Education has recently celebrated their educator of the Year and named Chris Williams, 

Principal of Rio Vista Middle School, in the Central Unified School District as 

Administrator of the Year. 

Segment #3: Educator of the Year: Employee of the Year:  This year’s recipient of 

Employee of the Year went to Valentino Vital. Val is a custodian at Roosevelt 

Elementary School in the Fresno Unified School District. 

Segment #4: Fresno Metropolitan Museum: Georgia O’Keeffe: Visions of the Sublime: 

Included are 33 paintings and three works on paper spanning five decades of O’Keeffe’s 

life and work. Also included in the exhibition are paintings by important American artists 

such as Albert Bierstadt, Martin Johnson Heade, Edward Hopper and George Inness, 

along with photographs by O’Keeffe’s husband, Aflred Stieglitz and noted American 

photographer Todd Webb. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/28/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #1: Fresno Historical Society: Christmas at Kearney: Join the Fresno Historical 

Society at Kearney Mansion this holiday season for Tea and step back in time for a turn-

off the century Christmas gathering. Experience the sights, and sounds of the mansion 

decorated for the holidays and shop for gifts reminiscent of Christmas past. 

Segment #2: Christmas Tree Lane: Walk Nights: The Christmas Tree Lane Walk 

supports Tree Fresno and was held two night in December. For a $5 donation to Tree 

Fresno, participates ride a bus to the other end of the lane and stroll back through 2 miles 

of decorated trees. 

Segment #3: Children’s Musical Theater Works: Seussical the Musical: We were joined 

by Joel Abel, Artistic Director of the Children’s Musical Theaterworks as he talked about 

their upcoming children’s musical: Seussical the Musical that helps to support this 

theatre. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/21/04 AT 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #4: San Joaquin Political Academy: Training Public Officials: The San Joaquin 

Political Academy will accept up to 15 participants each year who exhibit outstanding 

leadership potential and who are committed to working collaboratively to solve the 

region’s economic and social problems. The 56 program will educate students on the 

issues facing the region and prepare them to serve as local elected officials or leaders in 

their community. 
 

 

 

 

 



VALLEY FOCUS, 12/12/04 AT 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #3: Children First: Secrets of Success: The number of high school students 

seeking entrance into college or university is at an all time high. According to the labor 

department, of the nearly 3 million students who graduated from high school last year, 

almost two million enrolled in college. Action News Anchor, Juanita Stevenson 

explained the competition is intense. 

Segment #4: Connecting With Kids:  

Culture of Obesity: Over the past 30 years, obesity in children under five has doubled. 

For children 6 to 11 year olds it has tripled. Some people blame it on too much TV or fast 

food. But the problem is actually much bigger. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 12/19/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #3: Poverello House: Giving Back/ Children First: In every city Poverty exists. 

Without trying the homeless are giving kids an education few books or lectures can 

provide. The young members of Victory for Life Church are helping any way they can. 

Every month, they volunteer at the Fresno’s Poverello House and they prove the are 

never too young to give. 

Segment #4: Connecting With Kids: 

Cosby Speaks: Best known for his comedy and groundbreaking television shows, 

comedian-actor Bill Cosby is making headlines with his message of parental 

responsibility and the value of education. He’s traveling the country hosting community 

forums targeting African-American moms and dads.  

Robot Inspiration: According to the National Science Foundation, the number of high 

school graduates pursuing engineering careers isn’t keeping up with demand. But some 

high schools may have found a way to inspire students. 

Stress and Memory Loss: Do you ever wonder why your teen get good grades on all their 

homework, but when it comes time for the test they fail? A recent study says there’s a 

biological reason for this and it may be more obvious than you think. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/01/04, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 

Childhood obesity in the US is growing at a startling pace. It's raised numerous health concerns 

for the young. Panel members say this is a complex problem requiring a complex set of solutions 

everything from changes in food labeling and advertising, to less time in front of television and 

computer screens, to healthier food and physical education at schools.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/01/04, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

San Diego State University is offering a certification program, which prepares students to work in 

the booming casino industry. Everything from how to work the tables, to being a pit boss. The 

education isn't cheap and the nine month program costs about 13-hundred dollars. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/06/04, LENGTH 1:58 MIN., LOCAL 

Colin Frates is a Clovis Unified student and is grateful the assault charges against him have been 

dropped. His mother feels there's more the school district can do to better assist autistic children. 

A judge could have ordered Colin Frates institutionalized.  Instead, he walked out of court with 

assault charges dropped. Last March, a Reyburn Intermediate Special Education Teacher 

contacted police. She reported Colin shoved her and threw two -chairs against a wall.  Colin 

insists he only tapped his teacher's shoulder to get her attention so he could call home. Two -court 

ordered evaluations found Colin wasn't capable of understanding court proceedings. 



 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/10/04, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 

Imports from Britain started the American sports car craze and some of those British classics 

were on display in Clovis. The valleys largest display of cars made in England lined Pollaskey 

Avenue. Jaguars, Bentlyes, MG's, Bristols, Triumphs, just to name a few, were shown, by owners 

from all over the state. It's the second year for the show, which is a benefit for the Clovis Valley 

Nature and Education Center.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/12/04, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 

Both candidates, Henry Perea and Sal Quintero seemed to agree that jobs, education 

and air-quality are important issues. But they butted heads over each other's campaign tactics. 

The first question of tonight's upcoming debate focuses on a flier sent out by Quintero's 

campaign. It accuses Perea of taking part in a 19-94 rally at "Fresno state" where protestors 

burned an American flag.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/12/04, LENGTH 2:03 MIN., LOCAL 

It's called "Teach One To Lead One" a character education program for at risk kids. 

In its fifth year at Madera's alternative school and administrators say fights are down - and GPA's 

and attendance way up because kids see their community cares. There's no reading, writing or 

math in this class but these students are learning one of the most valuable of all life-lessons - 

respect. Sara Arthurs runs the "Teach One To Lead One" class at mountain vista high school - a 

school with a reputation for trouble-makers. 

Through games, discussions and role-playing, Arthurs teaches universal principals like 

compassion, respect, and integrity. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/13/04, LENGTH: 25 SEC., LOCAL 

An estimated 15-percent of American children are very overweight or obese. The American Heart 

association is calling for bolder action in schools to teach kids about heart disease and the risks of 

poor diet and little exercise. The association says 80-percent of children aren't getting the 

recommended five or more daily servings of fruits and vegetables and they're calling for more 

physical education classes at least three times a week from kindergarten through 12th grade. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/15/04, LENGTH 1:39 MIN., LOCAL 

The Big Fresno Fair isn't all about fried foods and stomach turning rides. For the 10th year in a 

row, the fair has organized "Education Day." Action News Anchor Jason Martinez has the story 

of how the fair can be educational too. It's not popular for all of its learning aspects, but the fair is 

full of education. There's art, bugs, animals, and of course, the rich valley history of agriculture. 

Organizers hope that information will stick in the minds of these kids.  

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/16/04, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 

A new study says kids of immigrant parents excel not only in school, but in all sorts of 

competitions, ranging from music to science fairs to spelling bees. Not because they are 

inherently smarter. They are different by culture but not by genetics, and so there is no biological 

difference. It's all about the messages that the children have been sent over time. Messages rooted 

in their struggle just to get to America, a trip often paid for by their families in the old country.  

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 10/20/04, LENGTH: 12 SEC., LOCAL 

This morning kids at Temperance-Kutner elementary school were received a gift of a backpack 

filled with school supplies and items for personal hygiene. About 25 backpacks were given out as 

the school continues to receive more children from refugee camps in Thailand. 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/26/04, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

California's superintendent of public instruction hopes a meeting of four thousand minds will 

equal high schools that better prepare students for college and jobs. The superintendent called on 

educators and student leaders to come to Sacramento and share strategies for high schools that 

went from low to high performance levels on standardized tests. Superintendent jack O'Connell 

says with the number of jobs requiring high skill levels increasing, it is imperative student’s 

language and math skills come up.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/26/04, LENGTH: 35 MIN., LOCAL 

This is a night to honor educators in Fresno County. There were cheers and applause tonight for 

Kingsburg second grade teacher, Carol Stone. She received teacher of the year honors during 

tonight's annual awards ceremony of the Fresno county office of education and the educational 

employee’s credit union. Carol Stone will now represent Fresno County in the state teacher of the 

year competition. The administrator of the year is central unified principal Chris Williams and the 

employee of the year is also from central unified, custodian Valentino vital. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/27/04, LENGTH 2:45 MIN., LOCAL 

He is the board member four others want to unseat.  David Wright is seeking a third term on the 

Fresno unified board.  The Selma High School teacher defends the tough decisions he has had to 

make regarding budget cuts and voting against dismissing former superintendent Santiago wood. 

With the district facing more devastating budget cuts Wright says employee salary and benefits, 

which take up 94 per cent of the budget will have to be cut. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH 2:09 MIN., LOCAL 

The next few days Autry's slate of candidates will be buying lots of television airtime and even 

taking a full page ad out in the Fresno Bee. Autry believes it's the key element in overhauling 

education. Since taking office the mayor has made it his quest to get new blood on the school 

board. As Election Day creeps closer, Fresno school board candidates are giving their final push. 

Alan Autry isn't up for election but you wouldn't know it by the time and effort he's putting in for 

a group of three candidates he's rallying up money and influential people. The latest political 

heavyweight congressman George Radanovich who admittedly rarely supports school board 

candidates is now backing John Madrid and Janet Ryan and one of the candidates Autry's 

supporting. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM 10/29/04, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 

With this latest fee increase, undergraduate fees will have gone up 76 percent over the past four 

years from 800 dollars to 14 hundred dollars a semester. For those students having to pay for 

some or all of their education, it may mean it will take them longer to graduate so they can work 

to make money. 

  

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/31/04, LENGTH 1:40 MIN., LOCAL 

For most of these engineering students a degree from Fresno state will take five years and 21-year 

old John Correa is into his third year. He goes to school full time, but he also has to work to pay 

the bills. He says he tries to fit in 20-25 hours over a weekend because he has to go to school five 

days a week.  All the time he’s left is he weekends to work and try and put in 12 hour days. 

Correa also volunteers as a high school football coach but with the new fee increases, he may 

have to quit coaching and take a job that pays. Tuition will be 28-hundred dollars. Room and 

board for those living on campus comes to 6-thousand dollars. Perhaps more if you live in an off-

campus apartment.Books, supplies and transportation are a minimum of 22-hundred dollars. 

The grand total for one year at Fresno State comes to about 11-thousand dollars a year. 

Fresno state administrators say tuition here is still the lowest in the country. 



 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/16/04, LENGTH 2:40 MIN., LOCAL 

We analyzed the findings in this in-depth study by a non-profit research group in San Francisco 

which says the central valley is one of the fastest growing areas in the state. 

The study looks at how much the valley is changing and what changes are needed in the valley to 

attract and keep the most talented and skilled people. There's no doubt, Fresno state attracts 

young people who pursue an education and then a career. Researchers of the study say they hope 

cities in the valley use the information to make decisions today that will better their communities 

tomorrow. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/17/04, LENGTH: 27 SEC., LOCAL 

The move is on to better prepare valley teenagers for higher education. Now statewide, only 

seventy- percent of students will graduate high school and of those, only 32-percent are 

considered prepared enough for college. The forum for youth investment is an organization that 

works to get young people involved in making decisions that impact them. Today's project at 

Edison high school gives students a voice in school reform and it challenges them to come up 

with answers to their own problems.  

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/19/04, LENGTH 2:51 MIN., LOCAL 

Fresno county judges saw more than 33-thousand felony, misdemeanor and traffic cases come 

through their courtrooms over the past year. That's an incredible amount of people to sentence 

many of whom need to spend time behind bars. For those offenders who qualify, a faith-based 

rehabilitation program may be the answer. Beyond the gates of G street in downtown Fresno, the 

Fresno rescue Mission's Academy meets quietly every day weaning as many as 60 men off drugs 

and alcohol and  also providing education And social skills for life. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/23/04, LENGTH: 33 SEC., LOCAL 

The number of women working in California is at an all time high. Women make up nearly half 

of California's 18-million workers. A new study from the public policy institute found 54 percent 

of married women with a child under the age of six now work - that's double the number from the 

late 19-60's. But the study found women still only make 80 cents for every dollar a man makes. 

Foreign-born Hispanic women have the lowest work participation rates - only 58 percent. 

Researchers say that is because they have more children on average - and lower levels of 

education 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/25/04, LENGTH: 26 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS IS LIVE, 11/26/04, LENGTH: 26 SEC., LOCAL 

Three former administrators of the now defunct gateway academy charter school - are facing 

criminal charges tonight. Khadija Ghafur, Kehinde Solwazi and Naazim Hamed are accused of 

misusing public funds and embezzlement.  The arrests follow a state department of justice probe 

sparked by an action news investigation. Two years ago - investigators raided the Fresno charter 

school. Fresno county schools superintendent Pete Mehas asked the state department of education 

to launch an investigation into the school. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/27/04, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 

Cuts in college "Pell Grants" could mean some Fresno state students who depend on them to pay 

tuition may not graduate. 21-thousand students attend Fresno State and 78-hundred of them get 

pell grants. That's 23-million dollars in student aid. Action News anchor Dale Yurong shows us 

why those grants are going away and what options are left for students. Cash-strapped students at  

 

 



 

 

Fresno State worry they won't be able to continue their studies. Under a new congressional 

spending bill the Pell grant eligibility formula is being revised. Education analysts believe that by 

next year one-fourth of low to moderate-income students will see their Pell grants reduced or 

possibly eliminated. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/04, LENGTH 1:04 MIN., LOCAL 

The Merced College of extended education is now offering a "mature driver improvement" class 

for community residents over the age of 55. The two-part class will be held December 14th and 

16th, at the Atwater community center. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY/11/29/04, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 

Best known for his comedy and groundbreaking television shows, comedian-actor bill Cosby is 

making headlines with his message of parental responsibility and the value of education. He’s 

traveling the country hosting community forums targeting African-American moms and dads. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/07/04, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/08/04, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

Interim superintendent Walter Buster put together a task force in an effort to find answers.  He 

wanted an independent group to take a hard look at the district.  Their findings resulted in a 122 

page report called ―choosing our future a community wide call to action". In the report, Fresno 

Unified was compared to eight other districts in the State with similar size and demographics. 

Here are some of the findings.  Garden Grove and Long Beach schools are very comparable to 

Fresno unified in size and student make up.  The study found that both Garden Grove and long 

beach have larger class sizes than Fresno receive less state funding yet the districts have a lower 

drop-out rate and higher academic performance. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/08/04, LENGTH 1; 35 MIN., LOCAL 

Are high school kids prepared for college? The findings suggest that only 22% of the graduating 

class of 2004 were ready in English, math and science. That means 78 percent of seniors are not 

prepared, according to a study by ACT, the college entrance test organization. If students aren't 

ready for college, their odds of either not getting into college, of going into remediation, or not 

doing well once in college or of not graduating are greatly increased." 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/09/04, LENGTH: 27 SEC., LOCAL 

An active battle in Merced, to see who is the area's top speller. 36 junior high students from 

eleven districts and six private schools, faced off in a spelling bee this morning. 

The top two winners will then go to the state championship in San Rafael and we'd like to 

congratulate holly parker of Hoover Middle School, and Jasmin Johao of Hilmar Middle school, 

for finishing first and second respectively. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/09/04, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 

A new tool will soon hit Merced county streets to help get kids ready for kindergarten. The new 

early education mobile resource center was unveiled this afternoon. The van will be taken to 

home day care centers around the county. It will provide games and all the education materials 

needed to help preschoolers learn their ABC's and one, two, threes, everything they now need for 

their first day of school. There are instructors who speak English, Spanish and Hmong. A federal 

grant will allow them to travel to 100 daycare centers this year 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/13/04, LENGTH 2:34 MIN., LOCAL 

Sometimes a student has to leave school for reasons beyond their control, medical reasons, for 

example. Now there's a form of insurance to help you protect yourself from the unexpected. The 

biggest investment most families make the average cost of a four year private college is more 

than 20 thousand dollars a year private high schools can set you back more than 16 grand. The 

insurance industry says numbers like those are the reason why the policies are catching on. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/14/04, LENGTH :24 SEC. ,LOCAL 

A local school district's loss will be Fresno County’s gain. Central unified superintendent Larry 

Powell will move over to the Fresno county education office. He'll take over as deputy 

superintendent for instruction when Don Collins retires next June. County schools chief Pete 

Mehas said Powell will be an asset to Fresno County. Under Powell's leadership, central unified 

passed the largest school bond ever, built three new schools and had two California distinguished 

school awards 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/15/04, LENGTH :13 SEC., LOCAL 

New this morning the superintendent of Central Unified is resigning. The Fresno bee reports that 

Larry Powell will leave in June to take a job with the Fresno county office of education. Powell 

will replace deputy superintendent of instruction Don Collins. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/15/04, LENGTH 2:06 MIN., LOCAL 

Clovis Unified wants to buy 140 to 150 acres of land in an area that's quickly being gobbled up 

by developers. District officials say they need to purchase the land now to accommodate growth 

that could overtake schools in the area. The sprawling Reagan educational center at DeWolf and 

Ashlan went up in 1996 to serve the booming population in an area south of Shaw Avenue. The 

building hasn't stop...and housing developments are now going up on land south of shields. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/15/04, LENGTH :44 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/16/04, LENGTH :44 SEC., LOCAL 

A building boom is going on in southeast Clovis and it could soon impact schools in the area. 

Clovis unified wants to buy 140 to 150 acres of land in an area that's quickly being gobbled up by 

developers. District officials say they need to purchase the land now to accommodate growth that 

could overtake schools in the area. They're still trying to decide on an exact location. Clovis 

officials won't be ready to build a new education complex for at least seven years. Clovis 

residents passed a 163- million dollar bond measure in November that will pay for new schools in 

northeast Clovis. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/24/04, LENGTH 1:49 SEC., LOCAL 

When 16-year-old drew is at school, his mom may be just a couple of classrooms away. She 

volunteers at the school which makes it's easy to check in with her children's teachers. But many 

parents never get that kind of quick feedback. According to a survey by the Michigan education 

association, a quarter of parents said they almost never talk to teachers. The same number said 

they never attend parent-teacher conferences. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/29/04, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 

Some of California's top educators have made a new year's resolution list for the 2005 school 

year. Some things they hope to accomplish are increasing the importance of school work so that 

graduates are better prepared for college or careers.  Increase the number of students passing the 

California high school exit exam and make it mandatory that children attend pre-school before  

 

 



 

entering elementary school. State superintendent Jack O'Connell also says since educators  

bargained with the governor to close part of the state deficit last year the schools should get help 

from the state this year in return.    

 

CONNECTING WITH KIDS: GATEWAY 

12/11/04,  5:00PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Recent studies have shown that children who use gateway drugs are up to 266 times as 

likely to us cocaine as those who don’t use gateway drugs. What causes the linkage? 

Gateway analyzes the connection and suggests ways to reduce juvenile experimentation. 

 

CONNECTING WITH KIDS: MIRROR, MIRROR 

10/24/04, 5:00PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Magazines, Television, Hollywood-these have set the new standards in body, image for 

many girls, But, this skewed view of beauty has led to body image distortion. Mirror, 

Mirror examines the seriousness of this topic, as well as how it starts where it leads and 

why girls seem to be more affected than boys. 

 

HISPANICS TODAY, 11/21/04, 5;00AM, :30 MINUTES SYNDICATION 

HISPANICS TODAY, 12/12/04, 5:00AM, :30 MINUTES SYNDICATION 

Dr. Hector Garza, National Council for Community Education Partnerships: The National 

Council for Community and Educational Partnerships works as one of the partners for 

HESTEC, Dr. Garza says in addition to working out alliances with corporate sponsors, 

private citizens also have a role to play.  Latino’s are encouraged to donate to scholarship 

funds and to help Hispanic students achieve their full potential. 

 

HISPANICS TODAY, 12/19/04, 5:00AM, :30 MINUTES, SYNDICATION 

The United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce is teaming up with the Ford Motor 

Company to steer teenager’s interest in business development. Orlando, Florida is one of 

several sites across the country holding Bizfest competitions. Students compete against 

one another to map out original business plans and then deliver formal presentations to a 

team of judges. Winners are awarded one thousand dollar scholarship and an opportunity 

to compete against other regional Bizfest winners at the USHCC annual convention 

YOUTH 

 

CHILDREN FIRST: SECRETS OF SUCCESS 

Sunday, November 21, 2004 at 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 

Sunday, December 5, 2004 at 9:30AM, :30 Minutes, Local 
Success — Webster's Dictionary defines it as a favorable result, good fortune. But, the meaning 

can be different depending on who you ask.  Children First: Secrets of Success looked into the 

need to succeed. The special looked into what success is in the eyes of Valley kids and the 

community. It also examined how far are kids willing to go to get to that level.  According to 

National Center for Policy Analysis, the number of students enrolled in four year institutions of 

higher education is at an all time high: 14.8 million registered in 2004, compared to 14.6 million 

in fall of 1998. More than 1.3 million kids are taking the SAT tests this year. According to the 

Department of Labor, of the 2.7 million youth who graduated from high school in 2003, 1.7  

 

 



 

million were attending college in October. According to school counselors, your grade point 

average and SAT scores are at the top of the list. Then, a personal statement that tells them 

something about your character, references from people who know you, and community service 

activities that require leadership skills carry more weight.  

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/03/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #4:Connecting With Kids: 

 Parents in Denial: 1:38 Min. A survey by the society for adolescent medicine sows that 

many parents are in the dark about their teenager’s sex life, 

Growth Hormones: 1:35 Min. An estimated ten to fifteen thousand kids have a growth 

hormone deficiency. If their destiny were left to there genes, they would be very short 

and very small. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 11/21/04 AT 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL  

Segment #1: United States Marine Corps: Toys for Tots: We were joined by Staff 

Sergeant Ernie Coughlin with the United States Marine Corps, coordinator for this year’s 

Toys for Tots drive. Every year, the United States Marine Corps along with their major 

sponsor Channel 30, help to raise thousands for Toys for Needy children. This year’s 

Marathon Toy Drive will take place December 3, 4 & 5
th

 at River Park. 

Segment #2: United Way: Toys for Tots Drive: The United Way of Fresno is here to tell 

us that they play a major role in the Marine’s Toys for Tots program. Because United 

Way serves many of our local non-profit organizations, they make the determination as to 

which ones receive toys. Callers are asked  

Segment #3: Volunteer Center of Fresno County: Call for Volunteers: The Volunteer 

Center of Fresno County came to Toys for Tots last year to help them recruit volunteers. 

Joining us wash Kara Enos, Community projects manager with the Volunteer Center of 

Fresno County her to tell us how we can become a volunteer. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/24/04, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #4: Connecting With Kids: 

Rape Survivors Harassed: Statistics show that one in four girls will be sexually assaulted 

by age 18. The Physical and emotional trauma can be devastating.  

Flavored Cigarettes: Cherry Cheesecake, Mandarin Mint, Vanilla, not the latest desserts, 

but the newest trend in cigarettes. 

Web Lagacy: On-Line journals, or web ―blogs‖ as they’re called, are the latest rage in hi-

tech communication, allowing teenagers to detail every aspect of their lives. It’s public 

information that could leave a long-lasting, perhaps unwanted legacy. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 12/12/04 AT 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #3: Children First: Secrets of Success: The number of high school students 

seeking entrance into college or university is at an all time high. According to the labor 

department, of the nearly 3 million students who graduated from high school last year, 

almost two million enrolled in college. Action News Anchor, Juanita Stevenson 

explained the competition is intense. 

 

 



 

Segment #4: Connecting With Kids:  

Culture of Obesity: Over the past 30 years, obesity in children under five has doubled. 

For children 6 to 11 year olds it has tripled. Some people blame it on too much TV or fast 

food. But the problem is actually much bigger. 

Kids Not Prepared For College: Every year many thousands of college freshmen are 

required to take remedial courses in reading, writing, and math. According to new 

research, there’s a good reason for all those remedial classes, kids just aren’t learning 

enough in high school. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 12/19/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES LOCAL 

Segment #3: Poverello House: Giving Back/ Children First: In every city Poverty exists. 

Without trying the homeless are giving kids an education few books or lectures can 

provide. The young members of Victory for Life Church are helping any way they can. 

Every month, they volunteer at the Fresno’s Poverello House and they prove the are 

never too young to give. 

Segment #4: Connecting With Kids: 

Cosby Speaks: Best known for his comedy and groundbreaking television shows, 

comedian-actor Bill Cosby is making headlines with his message of parental 

responsibility and the value of education. He’s traveling the country hosting community 

forums targeting African-American moms and dads.  

Robot Inspiration: According to the National Science Foundation, the number of high 

school graduates pursuing engineering careers isn’t keeping up with demand. But some 

high schools may have found a way to inspire students. 

Stress and Memory Loss: Do you ever wonder why your teen get good grades on all their 

homework, but when it comes time for the test they fail? A recent study says there’s a 

biological reason for this and it may be more obvious than you think. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/18/04 LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 

New data from the national highway traffic safety administration shows teenage drivers seem to 

be taking safety more seriously and it may be saving their lives.  

Last year, the number of drivers aged 15 to 20 who died in traffic accidents fell 4-point-4 percent 

from 2002.  That could be due to a decline in alcohol use and more teens wearing seatbelts than in 

years past. But, government officials say long term figures are less optimistic. Over the last 

decade, young driver deaths have actually gone up 13 percent.  Officials say the number of 

fatalities has gradually increased over the years because Americans are driving more.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/21/04, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

A study found 40 percent of 1000 parents polled would buy their teen or young adult living at 

home anything they desired if it was in their power. About 43 percent said they would like to be 

best friends with their children. In contrast, the study found only 28 percent of teens surveyed 

said they intend to buddy up to their children, and only 10  

Percent say they will give their kids whatever they want.  

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 10/01/04, LENGTH 1:35 MIN., LOCAL 

Jobs and the national unemployment rate will surely be discussed during the next presidential 

election, focusing on domestic issues. This political season, famous faces are urging young 

people to educate themselves on the candidates and get out the vote. It's an effort to mobilize the 

youth vote in what's promising to be a close presidential election. In this segment of Connecting 

with Kids, Stacy Dewitt examines whether celebrities are enough to stir a usually apathetic group. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11P, 10/18/04, LENGTH: 22 SEC., LOCAL 

A former "youth volunteer" at a valley church is in jail tonight accused of child molestation. 

Fresno police arrested 34-year-old Jaime Soria. He'd been a youth group volunteer at "northwest 

church" in Fresno for ten years.  Police say a 17-year-old boy came forward in July saying Soria 

molested him six years ago. Church leaders say they contacted police after learning about the 

allegations and suspended Soria immediately. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/30/04, LENGTH 1:44 MIN., LOCAL 

A high school blood drive has many here giving for the first time. According to the American 

Association of Blood Bank, less than a quarter of 17-24 year olds donates blood and typically 

only give once. Older Americans give blood an average of four or more times per year and that's 

why the ad-council is launching a campaign targeting young people. Some kids need to hear that 

message and some kids already know. Experts say parents can lead by example and by explaining 

to their children how blood saves live one day maybe their own. And just a reminder blood 

donors must be 17-years or older and weigh at least 110-pounds. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/02/04, LENGTH: 28 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/02/04, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 

More child molestation charges have been filed against a former valley church youth volunteer. 

The 34 year old worked at Fresno's northwest church for ten -years. As Action News first 

reported the church contacted police after a boy came forward in July saying Soria molested him 

six -years ago. Prosecutors say a total of three -male victims have come forward.   

  

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/03/04, LENGTH: 38 SEC, LOCAL  

Madera skaters are one step closer to getting a local skate park to try out their latest moves. 

The group planning the skate park told the Madera city council they will be able to provide their 

own liability insurance once the park is built. The council is supporting the park as a positive 

place for youth but previously had some concerns over who would be responsible for the skaters. 

Those skaters who turned out at the meeting were happy to hear the news. Now organizers will 

begin getting bids for the first phase of the project. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/17/04, LENGTH: 17 SEC, LOCAL 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger has announced new reforms for the California Youth 

Authority. Schwarzenegger approved the settlement of a lawsuit filed by a C.Y.A. inmate's aunt 

that will change the way state youth corrections works. The governor toured the C.Y.A. facility in 

Stockton yesterday as part the announcement. The terms of the lawsuit require the C.Y.A. to 

reduce violence and use of force, increase oversight of wards on suicide watch, reduce the time in 

solitary confinement, and stop taking-in wards the facilities don't have room for. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/17/04, LENGTH 1:44 MIN., LOCAL 

It's a troubling fact of life: some kids drink but can a doctor persuade kids not to drink? 

According to a new study published in the annals of family medicine, when a doctor spends just a 

few minutes talking to kids about the dangers of alcohol, those kids are 50-percent less likely to 

drink. The study reported that when kids talked with their doctor and they had 55-percent fewer 

traffic accident and 42-percent fewer emergency room visits along with fewer arrests for 

underage drinking when doctors warn kids about alcohol they seem to listen. The study suggests 

it's a good idea to ask your doctor to talk with your children about alcohol. Of course, experts say, 

parents should bring up the subject as well 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/17/04, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 

The move is on to better prepare valley teenagers for higher education. Right now statewide, only 

seventy- percent of students will graduate high school and of those, only 32-percent are 

considered prepared enough for college. The forum for youth investment is an organization that 

works to get young people involved in making decisions that impact them. A project at Edison 

High school gives students a voice in school reform and it challenges them to come up with 

answers to their own problems.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/30/04, LENGTH 2:06 MIN., LOCAL 

It started with a group of high school volunteers who wanted to educate the public about the 

danger second-hand smoke posses to the valley's children. Their effort took off once they got the 

support of a Fresno city councilman. A day of fun in a local park; that's what members of Youth 

Services Network say city parks should be about and they say parks should not be a place for 

people to come and light up apparently a lot of folks were doing that. In September members of 

the group held a clean up at Einstein park.  In just two hours they picked up over 45 hundred 

cigarette butts. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/27/04, LENGTH :10 SEC., LOCAL 

Visalia's finest are here and not only do these officers keep the peace, they are mentors. 

The Visalia Police Activities League provides recreational, educational, and enrichment 

opportunities for the youth of Visalia. 

 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/11/04, LENGTH :35 SEC., LOCAL 

A young musical group proved the show must go on despite hearing a recent, "sour note". 

The youth percussion group called, "We Got the Beat" put on quite a show today at the farmer's 

market in north Fresno. The organization is an interactive, hands-on musical experience for 

young students from 2nd to 7th grade in the Fresno and Clovis area. Just last week, the musicians 

learned, someone stole their equipment trailer from its storage space at the people's church 

parking lot. The trailer was empty but it's valued at 10-thousand-dollars, and the group just wants 

it returned, no questions asked. The kids perform both locally and statewide. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/23/04, LENGTH 2;43 MIN., LOCAL 

The realism and often extreme violence in today's games has turned up the volume on the 

controversy. A public service announcement released by the national institute on media and the 

family timed to coincide with the annual video game report card from the group and senator  

Joe Lieberman. Senator Lieberman says parents are under informed, and that the video game 

rating system similar to that of the movies is vague and under-enforced. But the industry says 

they've done their job.  In fact, they say 83 per cent of the time parents are the ones making the 

purchase.  

 

 



ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/28/04, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 

At Tulare's Salvation Army - rooms are usually bustling with smiling children. 

But now they're empty because this room has been destroyed. An electrical fire in the Salvation 

Army’s kitchen has caused nearly 30-thousand dollars in damages. For the Gomez family - that 

means food now must be found at home. Nine year old Lucy Gomez is just one of 500 needy 

children that eat dinner at the Salvation Army everyday. As part of an after school program at-

risk youth are taught everything from music to art. But now with no kitchen - programs are 

cancelled and so is dinner. 

 

CONNECTING WITH KIDS: GATEWAY 

12/11/04, 5:00PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Recent studies have shown that children who use gateway drugs are up to 266 times as 

likely to us cocaine as those who don’t use gateway drugs. What causes the linkage? 

Gateway analyzes the connection and suggests ways to reduce juvenile experimentation. 

 

CONNECTING WITH KIDS: MIRROR, MIRROR 

10/24/04, 5:00PM, :30 Minutes, Syndication 

Magazines, Television, Hollywood-these have set the new standards in body, image for 

many girls, But, this skewed view of beauty has led to body image distortion. Mirror, 

Mirror examines the seriousness of this topic, as well as how it starts where it leads and 

why girls seem to be more affected than boys. 
 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/07/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDCATION 

Can this suburban Mom Stop Drinking? Arrested for driving drunk in front of her son 

while police cameras roll. What she wants to say now. Also, they didn’t want their 

daughter to come on our show, but she did. The dramatic follow-up. 
 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/02/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Children Who Shook The World: Little faces that shook the world. The starving girl who 

put a face on famine and see if she survived. Also, a baby girls abandoned, abused and 

left to die, Lisa Ling investigates. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/14/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

I want My Child to Be a Star: Parents who will do anything to make their child a star. Are 

they going too far? One father’s obsession with fame as cameras catch the drama. 
 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/16/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

Sexually abused by her father for nearly fifty year, a daughter finally snaps. Also, a 

convicted child molester and his victim come face to face. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/20/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR  SYNDICATION 

Suburban Teens: The New Prostitutes: Suburban girls from good families, twelve, 

thirteen, and fourteen year-olds who sell their bodies for expensive gifts and money. 

Then, a young women who recruited teens for her own escort service. It was shocking as 

teen viewers took us to the streets. 

 

 



HISPANICS TODAY, 12/19/04, 5:00AM, :30 MINUTES, SYNDICATION 

The United States Hispanic Chamber of Commerce is teaming up with the Ford Motor 

Company to steer teenager’s interest in business development. Orlando, Florida is one of 

several sites across the country holding Bizfest competitions. Students compete against 

one another to map out original business plans and then deliver formal presentations to a 

team of judges. Winners are awarded one thousand dollar scholarship and an opportunity 

to compete against other regional Bizfest winners at the USHCC annual convention 

 

CONSUMER REPORTING 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/18/04, LENGTH 2:08 MIN., LOCAL 

Where can you swipe & go? How about all kinds of fast food restaurants, coffee shops. Movie 

theatres even parking lots. Anywhere where there's a need to get in, get out, and get on with your 

life. Fast Food Giant Burger King has allowed you to skip your signature since last January. B-Ks 

Julian Gomez says it really speeds things up. Not everyone is sold. Travis Plunkett with the 

Consumer Federation of America warns, now if someone steals your card, they won't have to sign 

or come up with a pin. He says that makes it easier to rip you off. There are safeguards most 

credit card companies offer zero liability protection for any fraudulent transaction and visa's 

Rosetta Jones doubts that crooks will run around town, charging $25 or less.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/18/04 LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 

New data from the national highway traffic safety administration shows teenage drivers seem to 

be taking safety more seriously and it may be saving their lives.  

Last year, the number of drivers aged 15 to 20 who died in traffic accidents fell 4-point-4 percent 

from 2002.  That could be due to a decline in alcohol use and more teens wearing seatbelts than in 

years past. But, government officials say long term figures are less optimistic. Over the last 

decade, young driver deaths have actually gone up 13 percent.  Officials say the number of 

fatalities has gradually increased over the years because Americans are driving more.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/21/04, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 

A study found 40 percent of 1000 parents polled would buy their teen or young adult living at 

home anything they desired if it was in their power. About 43 percent said they would like to be 

best friends with their children. In contrast, the study found only 28 percent of teens surveyed 

said they intend to buddy up to their children, and only 10  

Percent say they will give their kids whatever they want.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/23/04, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 

When you think about the tropics you think sun-soaked beaches and bright blue water, but a diet 

destination? One of the hottest weight loss plans is called the tropical diet. 

Action News Consumer Reporter Christine Park explains how it works and whether it's any 

different from the dizzying number of diets already out there. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/25/04, LENGTH 1:39  MIN, LOCAL 

Some changes are underway for the banking industry. Effective October 28
th
, a new law called 

"check 21" will allow banks to process check information electronically making paper checks a 

thing of the past. The banking system that has been in place since the days of the pony express is 

moving into the computer age. It all came about after 9/11 when air planes were grounded. It may  

 

 

 



 

make commerce move faster but for consumers it may mean becoming even more creative with 

your financing.  From the financial center known as your kitchen table to creditors who have sent 

the bill - writing checks leaves a paper trail. But now when the check 21 act goes into effect 

October 28 the trail it leaves behind may only be a computer image.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/26/04, LENGTH 1:56 MIN., LOCAL 

Last year's wildfires in southern California were the most devastating in history. Bob Banfield 

reports, one year later, fire victims are having trouble settling claims with their insurance 

companies.  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/26/04, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 

It's predicted that in the next four years, digital cameras will have virtually replaced film cameras. 

One of the advantages of going digital is printing pictures yourself but fading is a big problem.  In 

this segment of Consumer Watch, reporter Christine Park shows us tests on a new paper that 

promises picture-perfect memories for the next hundred years 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/28/04, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 

It may not look like it, but today your checkbook was transformed into something high tech and if 

you’re not careful, it could cost you plenty. In this segment of Consumer Watch, Action News 

Reporter Christine Park explains the new checking account rules and what you need to know to 

keep your account safe.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/29/04, LENGTH 1:00 MIN., LOCAL 

It’s not because of candy that's one of the big myths about the holiday. The biggest danger to kids 

is cars. Halloween is the deadliest day for pedestrians. That's something to keep in mind before 

the trick or treating begins. Ghosts and goblins, princesses and super heroes - they are all about to 

hit the street in search of treats but don't be fooled. Halloween can be dangerous for kids.  History 

shows children are four times more likely to be hit by a car on Halloween. So there are some 

precautions to take like putting reflective tape on the back of costumes and on trick or treat bags. 

And at least one person in the group should have a flashlight.  

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/31/04, LENGTH 1:58 MIN., LOCAL 

More and more stores are urging you to sign up for a store credit card. Macy's knocks 15 percent 

off everything you buy for the first two days. Best buy promises no interest for up to two years 

and the gap card has several benefits including a ten dollar reward certificate for every 250 

dollars spent. But consumer reports money adviser says while those benefits sound fabulous, 

watch out! Their interest rates are often sky high. 

An even bigger concern by getting another credit card, you could be hurting your credit rating. 

Every time you sign up for a credit card, the credit card company is going to check your credit 

score and every time they do it's going to cause your score to go lower and that can cost you more 

down the road in terms of higher interest rates on home mortgages and auto loans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/22/04, LENGTH 1:16 MIN., LOCAL 

This week with the help of Consumer Watch, viewers of Action News AM live got back more 

than $2-thousand dollars and this time, the complaints centered on a furniture warranties. Carol 

Aldecoa of Fresno bought a couch from Macy's about two years ago. 

But when the frame started breaking a year later, Carol contacted Macy's for repairs, but her 

claim was denied. Her couch was covered under the manufacturer’s lifetime warranty but she 

would have had to pay to ship it back. She contacted Consumer Watch and soon after, Macy's 

delivered a brand new replacement couch a $700 dollar value. Case closed. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/23/04,LENGTH 1:49 MIN., LOCAL 

If you are buying gifts for a child this holiday season, there are some toys you should avoid. Julie 

Vallese reports on the hazards as well as a new program to help get the word out. Gift buyers look 

out not only for products that might be dangerous but also for age appropriate toys for children 

under eight: no small parts, no balloons and no electric toys. Look for labels with age advice.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/23/04, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 

It's a silent crime that can ruin your financial life, but what if you could guarantee protection from 

identity theft. Tonight on Action News Live at Eleven, a consumer watch investigation reveals a 

new way to fight back. Find out why a sure fire plans to protect your credit is still a secret, and 

why the credit card companies don't want that secret told. 

  

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/23/04, LENGTH 1:33 MIN., LOCAL 

People who love deep-fried turkey say it tastes even better than a roast turkey.  But most turkey 

fryers run on propane and tests at under writer’s laboratories show they're a real fire hazard.  

Many don't have automatic temperature controls so the oil can get too hot.  And if you overfill the 

pot or put in a turkey that's still partially frozen, the oil can bubble over catching fire and 

engulfing the pot in flames. Consumer reports just tested an electric turkey fryer that is designed 

to be much safer. It's called the Turk 'N' Surf fryer. It has a maximum fill line for the oil to avoid 

spatters and flash fires. John Macchia explained that it has another safety feature that makes it 

less of a fire hazard than many propane turkey fryers. 

 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 11/25/04, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 

In addition to satellite and cable programs, much of the prime-time lineup is now broadcast in 

high definition. As action news consumer reporter Christine Park tells us, with the price of 

HDTV’s dropping, now's the time to take the plunge into the HDTV World. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/25/04, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 

For many people the Thanksgiving Day holiday isn't just about the food but it's also about the 

shopping. You can get a jump on morning sales with a wake-up call from your favorite celebrity. 

You can register to get a wake-up call from people like supermodel Heidi Klum, actor Cheech 

Marin or even Darth Vader among others. The service is free  and available tomorrow and 

Saturday between four AM and ten PM. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/04, LENGTH 2:01 MIN., LOCAL 

Next time you think about making a consumer complaint watch out. A San Diego man became 

the "butt" of a joke from the company he had a beef with. Nina Jimenez reported it turned out to 

be nothing but a headache and an eye-opening example of customer service run amok.  

 

 

 



 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/27/04, LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 

Cell phone shops are just about everywhere, but not all the stores are the same, and the difference 

can cost you plenty. Action News consumer reporter Christine Park shows you what to watch out 

for before you sign up for a cell phone deal. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/04, LENGTH 2:01 MIN., LOCAL 

While it's great news for the economy that consumers are out spending, we've got some tips on 

how you not just the stores can stay in the black this holiday shopping season.  

Consumer experts say more Americans plan on saying debit it rather than charge it for holiday 

gift purchases this year. And that's a good way to avoid running up holiday debt. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/29/04, LENGTH 1:01: MIN., LOCAL 

This week with the help of Consumer Watch, viewers of Action News AM Live got back more 

than a thousand dollars and this time, the complaints centered on dell computers. Ms. Tillie 

Medrano of Hanford bought a computer with dell she says she tried multiple times but could 

never received her rebate forms. She asked Consumer Watch for help, and when we contacted 

dell, they took care of the whole rebate process for Tillie and she got $70 dollars back. Case 

closed! Ms. Joni Davis of Fresno bought a dell laptop with wireless internet access. But the 

antenna on the wireless card broke and Joni could not use it anymore. She said she had an 

extended warranty, but she says dell's customer service was being unresponsive. We contacted 

dell and they credited Joni’s account with $1,166.95. Case closed! 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/04, LENGTH 2:10 MIN., LOCAL 

One of the most popular prescription painkillers is under scrutiny. The makers of Celebrex say 

the arthritis pain reliever could increase the risk of heart attack and stroke leaving millions of 

people trying to find an alternative while stock in the Pizer Company tumbled. ABC’s Bob 

Jamieson tells us why the drug maker, won't pull it off the market. 

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/20/04, LENGTH 1:48 MIN.,LOCAL 

New results in from the insurance institute for highway safety, this time on high speed crash tests. 

Julie Vallese takes a look at which car models did well, and which ones did really poorly.  If you 

own a KIA, you'll want to see this. The latest round of crash tests by the insurance institute for 

highway safety saw a first in three years  

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/21/04, LENGTH 14 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/22/04, LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 

You can't legally ride them on the street but imported mini-motorcycles are a big hit with 

teenagers and young adults. Action News Consumer Watch reporter Christine Park shows us why 

these so called "pocket bikes" could be a dangerous gift this holiday season. 

 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/25/04, LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/26/04, LENGTH :14 SEC. ,LOCAL 

Have you looked at how old your tires are? Not when you bought them, or the condition of the 

tread but the actual date of manufacture. As consumer reporter Christine Park shows us: as tires 

age they can be dangerous and even deadly. 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/28/04, LENGTH 1:46 MIN., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/29/04, LENGTH 1:46 MIN., LOCAL 

There are any number of factors that can trigger an increase in your homeowner's policy. 

Jeanne Salvatore, of the insurance information institute, says insurance companies have had to 

change the way they do business due to escalating costs. To help keep your home insurance costs 

down, consumer reports says not to file small claims and insure for catastrophes, not for minor 

mishaps.  Raise your deductible to 1,000 dollars. That can save you as much as 15 percent a year.   

If you install a security system, that can save you another 20 percent on premiums.   

You can also try what the Finleys did: complain. Their bill ended up being reduced by 900 

dollars.  

 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/31/04, LENGTH 1:32 MIN., LOCAL 

Consumer reports Kim Kleman says many companies make rebates too hard to redeem. 

Consumer reports say to get a rebate, you usually need the original receipt, a bar code from the 

package, and the rebate form.  Sounds fairly straightforward, but you can run into trouble pretty 

quickly.   

  

CANDY CANE LANE PARADE,  
12/05/04, 7:00PM, 1 Hour, Local 

12/19/04, 4:00PM, 1 Hour, Local 

12/25/04, 6:00AM, 1 Hour, Local 

A one hour special with highlights from the 59
th

 Annual Candy Cane Lane Parade in 

Downtown Visalia. This year’s theme is ―Inside Santa’s Workshop‖. Coverage includes 

highlights of nearly a hundred entries including floats, bands, and dancers as they go 

down Visalia’s Main Street. 
 

 

WOMEN’S ISSUES 

 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/03/04, 9:30AM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #3: The Susan G. Koman Breast Cancer Foundation: Race for The Cure: We 

were joined by Carolyn Jorgensen. Carolyn is a breast cancer survivor and a founding 

member of the Koman affiliation in Fresno. The Foundation is an international 

organization with a network of volunteers working through local affliliates and events 

like the Komen Race for The Cure to eradicate breast cancer as a life-threatening disease 

by advancing research, education, screening and treatment. 

 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/24/04, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Segment #1: Saint Agnes Association: Simply Spectacular:  Members of the Saint Agnes 

Associates, a Fundraising Arm of the Saint Agnes Medical Center, raise money to benefit 

the Holy Cross Center for women in downtown Fresno. Their fundraising event this year 

will be ―Simply Spectacular‖ a fashion and entertainment event. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/04/04, 4:0PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 

A single mother of Quads: Oprah’s day with quadruplets! Then, a first and it’s a miracle. 

The once conjoined twins are here in the Harpo studio. Also, an incredible follow up. Her 

husband murdered her four children, now she has saved sixteen lives. 



 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/05/04, 4:00PM 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 

The best kept secret in America. We put cameras inside several homes and watched as 

the name-calling, the yelling and the emotional torture happens for millions of women. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY 10/07/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDCATION 

Can This suburban Mom Stop Drinking? Arrested for driving drunk in front of her son 

while police cameras roll. What she wants to say now. Also, they didn’t want their 

daughter to come on our show, but she did. The dramatic follow-up. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY, 12/20/04, 4:00PM, 1 HOUR  SYNDICATION 

Suburban Teens: The New Prostitutes: Suburban girls from good families, twelve, 

thirteen, and fourteen year-olds who sell their bodies for expensive gifts and money. 

Then, a young women who recruited teens for her own escort service. It was shocking as 

teen viewers took us to the streets. 

 

HISPANICS TODAY 10/24/04, 5:00AM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 

If you’re a career woman looking for a job that will offer not only a paycheck but also an 

opportunity for advancement, look no further than the pages of Latina Style Magazine. 

The magazine has compiled a list of the best companies for Latinas, and gave awards to 

the top fifty. The big winner this year: Verison Communications. 

 

HISPANICS TODAY 11/07/04, 5:00AM, :30 MINUTES SYNDICATION 

Second chance Employment: Where women get a new lease of life: Domestic abuse 

slowly crept into Susan Vasqueze’s life. The decision to break free wasn’t easy, but the 

help she received from Second Chance helped relieve financial obstacles. Second Chance 

Employment Service was started by Dr. Ludy Green of offer comprehensive job 

placement to ask risk women. The organization builds relationships with human 

resources managers in the private sector,linking women to the job opportunities. 

 

WOMEN OF THE YEAR 2004 

12/05/04, 5:00PM, 1 Hour, Syndication 

Celebrating it’s 15
th

 Anniversary, Glamour’s Women of the Year Award special featured 

the 2004 honoree’s in the categories of Women of the Year, TV Personality of the Year, 

Actress of the Year, Entrepreneur of the Year, Designer of the Year, Model of the Year 

as well as several others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COMMUNITY CALENDAR 

 

10/05/04-10/08/04 

Zoolapalooza: A Rock and Roll benefit for The Fresno Zoo Society 

Skate-A-Thon: Clovis Recreational Center Benefit for Skatepark 

Chili Cook-off: North Fork Volunteer Fire Department 

 

10/09/04-Saturday 

Reedley Fiesta: Parade with Food and Fun 

Community of Fowler: Fall Festival Parade w/music and Entertainment 

The Big Fresno Fair: Switchfoot at the Paul Paul Theatre 

 

10/10/04-Sunday 

Old Town Clovis: Antique and Collectibles Fair 

Theatre Three: Performance of ―Polish Joke‖ 

The Big Fresno Fair: Singer Palomo and Singer Graciela Beltran 

 

10/12/04-10/15/04 

Visalia Convention Center: Greater Valley Abilities Fair 

The Volunteer Center Benefit: An Evening of Monopoly 

The Discovery Center: Annual Martian ball 

 

10/16/04-Saturday 

Madera Youth NCAACP Presents: ―Get Out and Vote‖ hip hop concert 

Oakhurst Fall Art and Wine Festival 

The Big Fresno Fair: Nina Sky and Twista concert 

 

10/17/04-Sunday 

Storyland and Playland: Annual Haunt in the Park 

Fresno States South Gym: The Fresno Autumn Harvest Folk Dance 

The Big Fresno Fair: Mariachi Sol De Mexico and Mariachi Reyna De Los Angeles 

 

10/19/04-10/22/04 

Race for the Cure: Susan G. Komen Foundation 

International Agriculture Center: Taste Treats In Tulare: Tulare City Historical Society 

Madera County Child Support: Safe and Sane Halloween 

 

10/23/04-Saturday 

Walk to D’Feet ALS at Woodward Park 

Carver/King Resource Center: Multi-Cultural Fair 

Veterans Memorial Building: Harvest Festival: Pioneer Home Outreach 

 

10/24/04-Sunday 

Coombs Riverbend Ranch: Oktoberfest AHSGR Library Museum 

Roosevelt School of the Arts: Chicago 

CSU Fresno: Music Faculty In Concert 



 

10/26/04-10/29/04 

Fresno County/Ted C. Willis Community Center: Talking Book Library Open House 

Candy Cane Lane Parade Sign Up 

UCP of Central California: Halloween Dance and Haunted House 

 

10/3/04-Saturday 

Toys for Tots: Clean N. Sober Poker Run 

Madera Community Hospital: Diabetes Fair 

Handweavers of the Valley: Harvest of Handwovens 

 

10/31/04-Sunday 

Merced Hobie House: Hanuted House 

Tower District: Halloween In The Tower 

Downtown Sanger Chamber of Commerce: Halloween Party 

 

11/02/04-11/05/04 

St. Anges Association: Simply Spectacular 

Arte Americas: Hispanic Business Student Association: Corporate Night 

UCP of Central California: 50 Years of Love 

 

11/06/04-Saturday 

Dinuba Senior Center: Holiday Craft Show and Sale 

Fresno YMCA: Rummage Sale 

American Legion Federal Post 509: Duty, Honor, Country Concert 

 

11/07/04-Sunday 

Central California Avian Society: Bird Mart 

Warnors Theatre: Fresno Youth Symphony Orchestra 

Shinzen Friendship Garden: Fall Color Festival 

 

11/09/04-11/12/04 

Children’s Hospital of Central California: Harvest of Talent Craft Fair 

River Ridge Institution: Outdoor Adventure Camp 

UCP of Central California: 50 Years of Love 

 

11/13/04-Saturday 

Fresno Center for New Americans: Kid’s Health And Safety Fair 

Valley Teen Ranch: Turkey Trot Run 

Central California Band Review: Parade/Jazz/Fieldshow 

 

11/14/04-Sunday 

Kearney Park: Renaissance Faire 

Madera Vintners Association: Holiday Spirit Wine Trail 

Fresno City College Theatre: Cabaret 

 



11/16/04-11/19/04 

Lindsey Community Theatre: The Wizard of Oz 

Sunnyside Regional Library: Teen Charades 

Knights of the Shield: Breakfast Food Drive 

 

11/20/04-Saturday 

Mariposa County Arts Council: Tellabration 

Lee Institute For Japanese Art: Seven Samurai 

San Joaquin Clay and Glass: Fall Sale 

 

11/21/04-Sunday 

Fuller Elementary School: Hitchcock Luncheon Benefit 

Pioneer Village: Fantasy of Lights 

Save Mart Center: Avril Lavigne 

 

11/23/04-11/26/04 

La Comida Guild: 51
st
 Annual Home Tour 

League of Mexican American Women: Fashion Show Luncheon 

Main Street Visalia: Candy Cane Lane Parade 

 

11/27/04-Saturday 

Selland Arena: B95 High School Basketball Showdown 

Pounce and Paws Fanciers: Cat Show 

Sierra Vista Mall: Bowtie The Clown, Miss Judy and Kids Activities 

 

11/28/04-Sunday 

First Presbyterian Church: Messiah Sing Along 

The Tower Theatre: A Peter White Christmas 

Yosemite Church: Bloodmobile 

 

11/30/04-12/03/04 

Tree Fresno: Christmas Tree Lane Walk 

Holiday Festival: Christmas Tree Action 

California Feline Foundation: Kitty Christmas Open House 

 

12/04/04-Saturday 

The River Center: Holiday Cheer at the Ranch 

Central Sierra Chamber of Commerce: Christmas Boutique 

ABC30/Marine Corp: Toys for Tots Marathon Drive 

 

12/05/04-Sunday 

Kearney Mansion Museum: Christmas at Kearney Open House 

Huntington Boulevard: Candlelight Christmas 

Fresno City College Dance Studio: Breaking Ground Dance Concert 

 

 



 

12/07/04-12/10/04 

Central California Blood Center: Parker’s Pals Blood Drive and Marrow Registry 

Missing Pet Partnership: Socks For Search Dogs 

Fresno Oprah League: Annual Holiday Tea 

 

12/11/04-Saturday 

Clovis Botanical Garden: Luminaria Evening 

Atwater Police Explorers: Breakfast With Santa 

A Day of Food And Culture: Celebrating International Adoptions 

 

12/12/04-Sunday 

Children’s Musical Theatre: Seussical The Musical 

Merced S.P.C.A: Rigatoni Dinner 

Christmas at the Met: Home For The Holidays 

 

12/14/04-12/17/04 

Roading Park: Storyland: Holiday Express 

The Life Enrichment Center: ―America‖ A Musical Salute To The 40’s  

Kings Art Center: Holiday Home Tour 

 

12/13/04-Saturday 

T.L. Reed Elementary: Chess For Kids Tournament 

CSUF Department of Music: Orpheus Concert 

Roading Park: Storyland: Holiday Express 

 

12/14/04-Sunday 

Warner Center for Performing Arts: Trans-Siberian Orchestra Holiday Tour 

American Legion Post 509: A Crazy Mixed-Up Christmas Concert 

National Audubon Society/Sequoia National Park: Annual Bird Count 

 

12/21/04-12/24/04 

VFW Post 8900: New Year’s Eve Dinner and Dance Party 

Visalia YMCA: Kids Night Out New Year’s Eve 

Central California S.P.C.A: Tree of Life 

 

12/26/04-Sunday 

Fresno Fairgrounds: Hmong New Year Celebration 

Van Ness Boulevard: Christmas Tree Lane 

Roger Rocka’s Dinner Theatre: ―I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change‖ 

 

12/28/04-12/31/04 

Arts Visalia: Sofa Art X: A Decade of Dumb Art 

Run the Dream Scholarship Run 

Clovis Area Recreation: Youth Indoor Soccer 

 



 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCMENTS FOR THE 4
TH

 QUARTER 2004 

 
:30  FRESNO PD GUN CONTROL  #1 

:30 FRESNO PD GUN CONTROL #2 

:30 CHILDREN’S TV REPORT   

:30 MAKE A WISH 

:20 MAKE A WISH 

:30 TREE FRESNO 

:30 CASA VOLUNTTERS UFN 

:30 RAILROAD SAFETY 

:30 WOMEN’S HEALTH: CANCER PREVENTION 

:10 CSUF ALUMNI:  

:15        CSUF ALUMNI 

:30        CSUF ALUMNI 

:30 UNITED WAY 

:30 COMMUNITY CALENDAR 

30   TOYS FOR TOTS MARATHON THIS WEEKEND 

:15    XMAS AT KEARNEY MANSION 

:30   NUTCRACKER BALLET  

:30   XMAS AT THE MET  

:30  HOLIDAY SAFETY: SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 

:30  IDENTITY THEFT: SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT 

:10  VACCINE FACES 

:30  VACCINE  FACES 

:30  VACCINE SPACEMAL 

:30 BLOOD DRIVE (PARKER) 

:30 CALIFORNIA BLOOD CENTER: PERFECT GIFT 

:30 HAVA VOTE: CHANGES IN VOTING LAWS 

:15  WORLD CHILDREN 

:15 MARJOREE MASON CENTER:TOP TEN BUSINESS WOMEN 

:15 HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH (GEORGE) 

:30 HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH (GEORGE) 

:30 HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH (CONSTANCE 

 

PROJECT ROAD BLOCK: 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (DEASON) 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (LEDFORD) 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (ROSE) 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (ELLIOT) 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (YOUNG) 

:30 DRUNK DRIVING PREVENTION (WIGGINS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


